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Summary
The principal objective has been to develope realistic 
elastic models of slip bands in polycrystalline materials 
to enable a more complete study to be made of the suggested 
mechanisms of yield propagation across grain boundaries• 
Existing models are reviewed in Chapter 1, special emphasis 
being given to those in which the slip band is represented 
by a continuous distribution of infinitesimal dislocations, 
an approximation used throughout the present work„
A detailed description of the Wiener-Hopf technique 
for solving singular integral equations is given in Chapter 
2, and is used in Chapter 3 to obtain the equilibrium 
distribution function of an arra.y of screw dislocations 
inclined at certain angles to the plane interface between 
two different isotropic elastic half-spaces, and piled-up 
against this boundary under the influence of a uniform 
applied stress0 Special attention is given in Chapter 4 
to the cane when the undislocated half-space is rigid, and 
to an infinitely thin notch in antiplane strain inclined 
at an arbitrary angle to a free surface0
Solutions to certain boundary-value problems associated 
with elastically anisotropic half-spaces deformed in gener­
alised plane strain are derived in Chapter 5» end used to 
investigate the interaction of dislocations with free sur­
faces and welded and freely-slipping interfaces between 
two such half-spaces« With the use of these results the
analysis of Chapter 3 is generalised in Chapter 6 for cases 
when the half-spaces are elastically anisotropic, provided
that they possess certain symmetry elements.
'The significance of the results is discussed in Chapter 
'7, where their application to the Iiall-Petch relation for 
yield is considered in detail.
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction
1.1 Theoretical Problems in Polycrystalline Deformation
In his May Lecture to the Institute of Metals in 1938 
Professor G.I. Taylor^ ^ outlined the major problems in 
the theoretical treatment of polycrystalline metals. 
nThe essential difficulty in connecting experimental 
results obtained with single crystals with those obtained 
in aggregates is to imagine how it is possible for slipping 
to go on inside crystals so that the boundaries of neigh­
bouring crystal grains shall still be in contact after 
slipping has taken place. All attempts made so far to 
correlate the mechanical properties of crystalline aggre­
gates with those of single crystals rest on the same 
fallacy, namely that each crystal grain can be trea-ted as 
though its neighbours did not exist„n Because of the 
misorientation between neighbouring grains in a polycrystal 
the grain boundaries are ideally surfaces of discontinuity 
in the structure and hence the mechanical properties of the 
material. When a grain deforms by slip, twinning or 
fracture the deformation can only proceed in an unchanged 
way as far as this boundary, further deformation occurring 
when the stress intensification is sufficient to trigger 
off one or more of these processes in the surrounding 
material so as to reduce the total energy of the system.
It is not possible to predict in a given situation which 
processes will occur without a knowledge of the initiation 
mechanisms, but because of the difficulties in observing 
these effects directly few such mechanisms have been
proposed with any degree of certainty.
As Taylor points out, in the absence of intergranular 
fracture neighbouring grains must remain in contact during 
this stress relaxation process. In macroscopic treatments 
of the elastic and plastic deformation of polycrystals 
which take into account the granular structure this re­
quirement may be expressed in the form of compatibility 
conditions. Since a vast majority of crystalline materials 
are elastically anisotropic adjacent grains will in general 
undergo different elastic deformations under the influence 
of a given applied stress. Thus an elastic incompatibility 
will exist between them necessitating additional elastic 
strains in the boundary region if the grains are to remain 
in contact. Although mathematical treatment of this con­
dition is intractable in all but the simplest geometries, 
there is no reason to suppose that in principle the condition 
cannot always be satisfied for boundaries of finite extent. 
Attempts to formulate a macroscopic theory of polycrystal­
line plasticity have been less successful. If the plastic
deformation of a crystal is considered to be homogeneous,
(o')von Mises has pointed out that the material must possess-
five independent slip systems if it is to be able to
undergo an arbitrary plastic strain .without a. change in
volume. This criterion has been used extensively as a
condition for the plastic compatibility of polycrystalline
aggregates, based on the observed slip modes of single
crystals, but is apparently not obeyed by a number of non-
(z)
cubic materials which are in practice ductile
The most likely reason for the breakdown of the- von 
Flises criterion is the assumption of homogeneous deformation.
In the grains of deformed polycrystals dislocations in 
high densities and twin lamellae are observed, whilst the 
homogeneous theory presupposes their absence. It appears 
necessary therefore to invoke the dislocation theory of 
plasticity to achieve a better understanding of polycrystal­
line ductility. Moreover, because of the analogies between
(ll s')
dislocation arrays and cracksv the elastic properties 
of these arrays may be used to assess the effects of fracture, 
a phenomenon which must by nature be excluded from a homo­
geneous deformation theory.
1.2 Linear Arrays of Dislocations
(6)Eshelby, Erank and Nabarrov proposed a single planar 
array of infinite, straight and parallel dislocations in 
an infinite homogeneous solid as an idealised model of a 
slip band in a real crystal. Assuming that each disloc­
ation was free to move in the plane of the array under the 
combined influence of applied and internal stresses they 
developed a method of determining the static equilibrium 
configuration of the array. The mathematical complexities 
involved in treating the dislocations as discrete entities 
are prohibitive however in all but the simplest problems, 
and the need arises to use an approximate but more versatile
model. In his calculation of the equilibrium width of a
(n\
single dislocation Eshelbyintroduced the concept of
(Q)
an infinitesimal dislocation, and Leibfried^ ' was first 
to apply this concept to linear dislocation arrays.
Although a continuous distribution of infinitesimal dis­
locations is an inexact representation of an array of dis­
crete dislocations Head and Louat^^ have demonstrated the 
validity of the approximation when the number of discrete
dislocations is large.
In terms of the rectangular Cartesian axes Ox^ (i = 1, 
2,3) consider a set of N dislocations parallel to Ox^ and 
contained in the plane X2 =0 , in an elastically isotropic 
medium of shear modulus G and Poisson's ratio v «> In the 
plane of the array a dislocation at x^=X of Burgers vector 
b gives rise to a shear stress/N/
at x-^ =x, where j=l, A^ =Gb/27f(l-.*j?) for a pure edge dislocation 
and «j=3> A^=Gb/2rL for a pure screw dislocation,, Assuming
the dislocations in the array to be all of the same character,
th £and if the £ dislocation of Burgers vector b, is situated
£at x-^ =x , the shear stress at x-^ =x due to the entire array 
may be written in the form
cr.o(x) = A. S F^(x - x£)~1 (1.1)
^  d£=l
where P^=b/^b‘~^ c Letting N cso as /  *4 0 so that the 
£products NF remain finite, a continuous distribution of 
infinitesimal dislocations is obtained. Equation (1.1) 
may now be written as the integral
ct.q(x ) = A . / F(x! )(x-x' )~^dx’ (1.2)
o*-
where F(x) describes the dislocation distribution along 
the dislocated segments L of the x^-axis. The notation 
jf1 indicates that the Cauchy principal value of the integral 
is to be taken to exclude the self-stress of the dislocation 
at x. The continuous distribution may thus be thought to
represent an array of identical discrete dislocations of 
strength b, there being F(x)dx in the interval x-^ =x to
distributed over the regions I>0
In problems involving dislocation arrays of this type 
it is necessary to assume that the solid containing the 
dislocations is in a state of generalised plane strain, 
that is that all stresses and displacements are invariant 
in the x^-direction.' This assumption clearly presupposes 
that the structure of the solid is also invariant in this 
direction and that all boundaries are infinite cylindrical 
surfaces parallel to the Ox^ axis. Thus in the case dis­
cussed above the most general form of the total stress
dislocations in the array due to the presence of boundaries, 
as discussed in the next section, and the stresses due to 
dislocation arrays identical to that in the region L but 
situated elsewhere in the solido Stresses which are 
independent of the dislocation distribution in the array, 
such as those due to the applied load and to any other 
dislocations in the solid, are included in the term
The arrayed dislocations will be in static equilibrium
x-^=x+dx and a total of n x)dx such dislocations
cr.p acting at x-. =x in the plane xp=0 may be written
(1.3)
The term cr'.5(x,x') includes both the "image" stresses of
A . £  FCx1)(x-x* ) ^dx' + / FCx1 )a,.Q(x,x' )dx*
^ Ij . 'J h  ^
+ od2(x) = 0, x €L L
~ °32* x ^ Lo (loZ^
It has been pointed out by Head and Louat^^ that if (1.4) 
can be written in the form
A jU' )(?-?' )-1d? '+ $"(£) = 0, 5 £
-VV
/\
= $(?), 5 £  A, (1.5)
where A consists of a finite number of segments, its solu­
tion may be obtained using the inversion theorem of Musk- 
(9)helishviliv o Clearly for dislocations arrayed over 
finite regions of a single plane in an infinite homogeneous 
solid equation (1.4) is of the appropriate form since 
cr^^Co InT"such cases solutions have been obtained by 
this method when all2 is both an algebraic function of x
[e.g. Head and Louat^^ and Smith^^] and a step function
(11) (12)[e.g. Bilby, Cottrell and Swindenv J and Smithv . In
certain other problems, when either the segments L are
infinite in number^*'*'^ or non-zero(-^’^ 5) equation
(1.4) may still, after some manipulation, be written in the
form of (1.5) and solved exactly using the Muskhelishvili
theorem.
In many important problems, however, the singular 
integral equation (1.4) cannot be solved by the direct 
application of this theorem, and an alternative approach 
is necessary. Iterative solutions have been obtained in 
some cases^^’^ ^  by writing F(x) as a Neumann series, 
each coefficient of which is the solution of an equation of
(18 )the form of (1.5)« Recently Smith ' has used a general-
(19)isation of the Iluskhelishvili theorem due to Bueckner 
for inversion of equation (1.4) when
al2(x,x') S avx ,lv"’1(x+x’) 
k=l K
where are real constants, whilst for more complicated 
kernels methods based on the Wiener-Hopf technique have
Chapter 2 of the present worko
Since the stresses and displacements in systems de­
formed in antiplane strain may be expressed in terms of 
a single harmonic function,1 problems involving screw dis­
location arrays exclusively may also be treated by standard 
potential theory methodso Conformal mapping techniques
may thus be employed to.simplify the geometry of the system 
(22)K J and in many cases the need to solve integral equations 
is avoided^^*^’^ )  o An example of the latter type is 
considered in Chapter 4.
Stresses in Inhomogeneous Solids
In the mathematical model of a linear dislocation 
array developed in the last section the effect of inhomo­
geneities on the dislocation distribution function IT(x) is
equation (1.4)« The stress fields of dislocations in 
the presence of boundaries contain the so-called image 
terms which are absent in infinite homogeneous solids,
(20 21)been employed' * The last approach is discussed m
and these appear in cr^ ^ue ^o the dislocation array (and 
any identical arrays) and in cr'ip due to all other disloce,.
tions present, Moreover, because of the elastic compati­
bility stresses the contribution of the applied load to 
0 ^ 2  will also be dependent upon the structure of the solid* 
Discussion in this section is limited to elastically iso­
tropic mGdia, whilst the extension to solids composed of 
elastically anisotropic half-spaces is treated in Chapter 5
Dundurs^2^  and S m i t h h a v e  evaluated the stress 
field of an isolated screw dislocation parallel to the 
axis of an infinite circular cylindrical inclusion of mater 
ial (II) embedded in an elastically different material (I) 
when the dislocation is either within or outside the inclu- 
siona Referred to axes Ox^, suppose that the cylinder 
radius is p and that its axis is coincident with 0x^»
The non-zero stress components and (k=l,2) at
points. (x^,X2 ') in media (I) and (II) respectively due to 
a screw dislocation at (X-, ,0) of Burgers vector b may beJL
written in the form
« g ) - g g ’Cl.O) - ->«gI>(P2A 1.t» - Vog^lO.O);
c g 1'1 = ( l+ » )ag I \ x 1,o)
when the dislocation is outside the inclusion, and
og> . (i-v)<,«1I><x1.o) - Yogn'co.o) -
(1
*(1.7)
« g I} - « g i n <n.o) - J
when it is inside„ The functions
/ \
ak3S^ al ,a2^ = — gyr— (xk-ak) [(x1-a1)2+(x2-a2)2] “'1 (g=I,Il) 
are identical in form to the stress components at (x-j ,x2)
due to an isolated screw dislocation at (a-^ .a^ ) in an
(g-)
infinite homogeneous medium of shear modulus Gv& , and by
using this notation the interpretation of (1»6) and (lo7)
in terms of image dislocations, analogous to image charges
in electrostatics, is apparent«, The Burgers vectors of
are functions 
the image dislocations/of both b and the constant
Y = (1„8)
From Smith'sv ' analysis it may also be shown that a
A
uniform load cr^ applied at infinity gives rxse to stresses
°13^ ~ a13 + C°13(xl ~x2  ^ + 2<723x1x2^  ^ X1 +x2 '
° 2 3  ~ ° 2 3  + 23^x22-x12-* + 2d^jX1x2] (x-j/xg2)-2
XI.9)
and crk3I'> = W+Y) cA  (1.10)
at the point (x-^x^).
By replacing x-^  by x^+ p and taking limiting values of
either equations (1.6) or (1.7) as p — > 0 0  the results of 
(27)Headv {' for a screw dislocation near to the plane inter­
face x-^ =0 between two half-spaces are obtained, as given 
in equation (2*11) and (2.12). Adopting the same procedure 
with equations (1.9)
djjp = (l+Y ) o A , og> = (1-Y)o|3 (1.11)
for finite x. ,x2 , although as Smith^2’^'* has pointed out
this implies the necessity of subjecting the half-spaces to 
different applied stresses at infinity» However this 
objection is overcome if the plane interface results are 
considered as approximations to those for inclusions of 
large but finite radius, and on this basis the stresses
(lolO) and (1.11) will be used where appropriate in the 
present worko
(28 29)Corresponding analysesv ' have been presented for
edge dislocation interactions with circular inclusions
which reduce in a similar manner to Head’s ^ ^  original
results for the edge dislocation/plane interface problem.
Dislocation interactions with inhomogeneities in the form
( 31)of elliptical cylindrical inclusions and holesw  , surface
(32 33) (32 3^ -)layersw  and lamellar inclusions ^ have also been
consideredo Problems of screw dislocation arrays in half—
( 35)spaces with irregular surface features such as steps 
(22 36)and notches^ ' have been directly treated using poten­
tial theory, and analysis of the single dislocation inter­
actions has been unnecessary in these cases.
1.4 Dislocation Pile-Ups
It is assumed in the following discussion that, unless 
otherwise stated, all dislocation pile-ups occupy regions 
of planes X2 =constant in an infinite solid. A
uniform stress o^^-cr acts on the slip plane causing n-1 
freely-slipping dislocations to pile-up against an immobile 
dislocation at x^=0, The notation (o=l,3) is used
for components of the stress due to the piled-up dis­
locations at points x^=-r on the slip plane beyond the fixed 
dislocation
(6)Using their discrete model Eshelby et al. ' deduced 
that, when all the dislocations are identical, their posi­
tions in the array coincide with the zeros of the first 
derivative of the n^ *1 Daguerre polynomial Ln(2o^x^/Aj), 
and confirmed Cottrell1 s ^ ^  result that the stress
on the leading dislocation was
= - n<To (1.12)
Moreover, for large n, they derived the approximate results
n = <x£/2A. (1.13)
c)
3X1(1 D = 1.84A./nff (1.14)
D
where D is the separation of the fixed and nearest free
dislocations. In the continuous distribution approximation
( 4-)of a single pile-up Head and Louatv ' have obtained the 
result (l„13) and shown that
a^Cr) = - a(l+/£/r)^^ + o' (1.15)
which, for r<£ , is in agreement with the approximate form
(6)given by Eshelby et al. .
By means of the virtual work principle Smith^^ ha»s 
presented a useful generalisation of equation (1.12) which 
is applicable to continuously distributed dislocation pile- 
ups subject to non-uniform shear stress on
slip plane. In the notation of equation (1.3), by writing
ot2(x) = I E(xf )a^2(x >x ’ )dx‘ +
for O^x^, the stress on the stationary dislocation is 
given by
t f  ^
0'J.o = / a^0(x)E(x)dx. (1.16)
t3 J Q k
It is clearly not possible to derive relationships of the
type (1.14) using a continuous distribution model, although 
S m i t h h a s  introduced semi-discrete models, which permit 
entirely algebraic treatment, suitable for calculating D.
By replacing the n-1 freely-slipping dislocations in the 
discrete model by a continuous distribution in the region 
whose distribution function F(x^) is bounded at 
each end-point, the result
e = C o 5A . /her •' •..
D
is obtained, where e is regarded by Smith as a first approxi­
mation to De When the leading glissile dislocation is 
also discrete, whilst the n-2 other dislocations are smeared 
into a continuous distribution, D is given by the expression
D = 1.79A./ncr
o
which is in very good agreement with (1.14) <> It is clear 
therefore that provided a dislocation pile-up contains a 
large number of dislocations the continuous distribution 
model may be used to determine the stress both in regions 
external to the pile-up and on the leading dislocation, 
together with the number of dislocations present as a 
function of its length, whilst a semi-discrete model can 
be employed to study the configuration of dislocations at 
the tip.
It was pointed out in Section 1.2 that a single array
of coplanar dislocations is in itself only an approximation
to a slip band, which in a real crystal will be composed
of several parallel arrays. In the limiting case of an
infinite sequence of identical stacked screw dislocation 
/ 1^2 \
pile-upsv ^J on planes X2=±nh (n=l,2,„i. oc)
cr^Cr) = ~ <x[X+tenh^£n/2h] tanli/€7i/hO C U 1U A , i y  utanhrTi/h.
1/2
+  cr c
When there are two such pile-ups of pure screw dislocations 
(16 38)Smithv ^ 'has shown that, when r<£ and for all values
P 1 /2of h, c^Cr) exhibits the same r~ dependence as in the
case of a single dislocation pile-up although the constant
of proportionality is a complicated function of £ and h.
An iterative solution to the corresponding problem for
edge dislocations has been obtained for f/h<d demon-
1/2 Pstrating again an r~ dependence for cr^ Cr)*,
In each of these problems it has been simply e,ssumed
that the leading dislocation is identical to the other
dislocations in the array and is fixed, without considering
the nature of the the obsta.de preventing its movement«,
C h o u ^ ^  h as generalised the discrete model of Sshelby et 
(6)alp ' for the case when the leading dislocation has a dif­
ferent Burgers vector (mb) to that of the glissile disloc­
ations (b), and could represent either a sessile grown-in 
dislocation or a dislocation ledge on a grain boundaryc 
The significant result arising from his analysis, which 
is valid for m real and positive, is that
oJ2 = [l+(n-l)/m] o'
which is strongly dependent on m, whilst for 
is independent of this parameter»
If the leading dislocation is held up at a groan 
boundary or at the surface of an inclusion account must 
be tahen of the effect of the difference in elastic proper­
ties of the materials on either side of the interface0
The piled-up dislocations must be in equilibrium under the
combined influence of not only the applied stress and their
mutual interactions but also the image stresses discussed
in Section 1.3 due to the presence of the boundary. Using
(17*)a continuous distribution model Barnettv 1' has considered 
the problem of a screw dislocation pile_up normal to a plane 
interface between two different isotropic elastic half-spaces 
(I), containing the dislocations, and (II), Defining the 
constant Y as in Section 1,3, for ?<&.£
a^Cr) ^  - tf(l+Y) (2sincKsinc7r/2)'’'*'( 2iyr)c (1.17)
~1 1where c=tt cos” Y 0 The case of an infinite sequence of
(49)such arrays has been considered by Chou and Barnett 
and their results are discussed in Section 6,1, Kuang 
and tlura^^ have treated the problem of a single edge 
dislocation pile-up normal to a plane interface, although 
no attempt was made to calculate the stress a^(r)o For 
the more general situation when screw dislocations are 
piled-up on the plane X2 = 0  against a circular cylindrical 
inclusion of radius p whose axis coincides with Ox^ Barnett 
and Tetelman^^ have shown that the stress component 
4 1 1')P(r) within the inclusion has the approximate form
CT^I'lp(r) ~  - <rB(2/£/r)c (1.18)
where B is a function of p , £ and Y, and c is defined as 
in (1.17). Thus the nature of the singularity at the 
pile~up tip is a function only of the shear moduli of 
materials (I) and (II) and is independent of the inclusion 
radiuso Although this result was originally derived 
assuming that the stress on the slip plane was uniform, it
has since been shown that, using the exact expression
(1.9) for this stress due to a uniform loading at infinity, 
only the form of B in (1.18) is changed0
It has been d e m o n s t r a t e d ^ ^ * t h a t  for a. screw
dislocation pile-up against a rigid second phase a g X>P(r)
exhibits a logarithmic singularity at the tip. Since the
assumption that the leading dislocation will reach the
interface is doubtful, limiting the usefulness of the result, 
(z\)
Smith/^ ' has considered the problem of a screw dislocation
array held up at a distance s from the boundary of an ellip-
(I *)P
tical cylindrical inclusion., For r<s,^ a23 Pro”
1/2portional to r" 7 , the constant of proportionality being
dependent upon the geometry of the system0
1.5 Dislocation Pile-Ups and the Hall-Petch Equation
Because of the practical difficulties involved in
investigating on a microscopic scale the propagation of
plastic deformation through grain boundaries it has' not
been possible to formulate a theoretical model of this
process based on direct observations,, However H a l l ^ ^
and Fetch(4-?) jbave shown that, when samples of polycrystal-
Yline iron are tested m  tension, the yield stress cr was 
related to the average grain diameter d by an equation of 
the form
d  = a0 + kd~X/2 (1.19)
where c® and k are constants for given testing conditions 
and purity of specimens. On the assumption that the 
observed yield is due to a developed slip band in one grain 
initiating fresh slip in an adjacent grain two theories
nave oeen proposed, to explain tne reiationsmp 
both of which utilise an isolated dislocation pile~up in 
a homogeneous medium as a model of the developed slip band 
held up at a grain boundary* Also both treatments assume 
that the dislocations move under the combined influence of 
a constant applied stress an<^  oPPO0inS internal stresses
Tj> A
which may be represented by a constant stress V <0a2‘
(4-2)The first theory, proposed originally by Hallv ' 
supposes that yield in the second grain occurs by means of 
dislocations generated by pre-existing sources which are
activated by the stress intensification ahead of the pile-
Sup* If the nearest source is a distance r from the
pile-up tip, and requires a critical activation stress
S Z' Y0.o, from (1 *1 5 ) the yield stress cr!0=o'.0 is given by theJd 3 c. Jd
relation
V T? p "I /O
aj2 = aj2 + r° ®^2^~ (d=l or 3), (1*20)
By identifying 2£ as the average grain diameter this theory 
predicts that, in equation (1.19), the Hall-Petch slope
c< *1 /p a q
k=(2r^) aj2’ ^ -^s O^st the average shear stress
opposing dislocation motion* For materials exhibiting
TT (4-4-) San upper yield stress Strotr J has suggested that cg-p
U p U
.can be equated with cr^ and that r*0 has the form 0CGb_j/o 2^ > 
where a is s. constant of the order of, but greater than, 
unity, thus giving k^ocGb.p^.)1/2* Whereas this model 
assumes that yield in the second grain occurs by activation 
of dislocation sources, the second theory due to P etch^^ 
supposes that dislocations m e  nucleated at the boundary 
when the stress immedie,tely ahead of the pile-up reaches
Q
a critical value Assuming that this stress is given
by an expression of the form of (1.12), and using the value 
of n in (1 .1 3 ), the yield stress in this case is given by 
the expression
j2 “ aj2 +  ^ j2 j'
G 1 /2By taking d=2^ the theory thus predicts that k=(^-a 2^ ^j) 
in equation (1 .1 9 ) 0
Since the original experiments of H a l l ^ ^  and Petch^^
Y
the observed functional dependence of a on d given by
(1.17) has been confirmed by numerous investigators testing
a variety of materials under different working conditions,
as discussed for example by Armstrong, Godd, Douthwaite 
(4-5)and PetchA  ^ . In their simplest form, as shown above,
the separate mechanisms proposed by Hall and Petch both
give rise to relationships of the required type, differing
only in the structure of the constant k. Because of the
difficulty in ascribing accurate values to parameters such 
C U
as cr^ 2 » an(^  a ^  ^s no"k Preseirk possible to conclude
by comparing the predicted and observed values of k which, 
if either, of the mechanisms is operative in a given experi­
ment. Phis shortcoming is all the more significant in the 
light of L i ' s ^ ^  alternative theory of the Hall-Petch 
relationship based on dislocation nucleation at grain 
boundary ledges. The need arises therefore to use physic­
ally more realistic models if the relative validity of the 
theories is to be assessed.
Cottrell^^ has discussed the inclusion of the depend­
ency of cP and k in (1.19) on strain-rate, temperature and 
impurity concentration, whilst Armstrong et a l . ^ ^  have 
treated the influence of the orientation relationship between
S J . i p  pjLcUlUfcp J .I1  tJJ. 0X1UJ.' .  u u w i  l - o i x u c i u c x i u o  u .v  u o .j
the basic elastic problem and therefore the functional de­
pendence of yield stress on grain size* If the elastic 
anisotropy of the material is taken into account, however, 
the medium containing the dislocations can no longer be
( U lQ )
considered homogeneous, and dislocation image forces^ 
somewhat similar to those discussed in Section 1„3 for in- 
homogeneous isotropic materials must be taken into account•
Using the model, discussed in detail in Chapter 6, 
of a screw dislocation pile-up against the plane interface 
between two elastically anisotropic half-spaces of particu-
(Ll Q )
larly high symmetry Chou and Barnettv ' have confirmed the
predictions of Armstrong and H e a d ^ ^  that the tip stresses
have the general form of equation (1.17) obtained by 
(17")
Barnettv ( J when the two phases are isotropic but have dif­
ferent shear, moduli. If Hall's mechanism is assumed to 
be operative the yield stress equation derived from these 
results contains a grain size dependency of d” , where c 
is a function of the relative orientation of the two grains
and of the elastic constants of the material, and lies in
( Si)the range 0^c<l. Chouw  ' has proposed that the Fetch 
mechanism on the other hand still gives rise to an equation 
of the form of (1.19), although his calculations are based
j
on the assumption that the stress Op7 on the leading disloc- 
ation is given by (1.12), the validity of which is discussed 
in Section 7<>2.2.
Clearly the introduction of elastic anisotropy into 
the theories could play an important role in interpreting 
the Hall-Petch relationship, and therefore in formulating 
a satisfactory theory of polycrystalline ductility. How-
( hQ")
ever the model of Chou and B a r n e t t l a c k s  generality, 
being limited to screw dislocation pile-ups normal to plane 
boundaries between grains of high symmetry in special re­
lative orientationsc The purpose of the present work is 
therefore to develop more general models of screw disloc­
ation arrays held-up at grain boundaries in which there are 
less restrictions on the slip band orientation relative to 
the boundary and on the symmetry of the neighbouring grains.
CHAPTER 2
The Wiener-Hopf Technique with Mellin Transforms
2.1 Basic Properties of the Mellin Transform
The theorems associated with the Mellin transformation 
are not well-documented, but may be derived by a suitable 
change of variable from the well-known results for the 
standard and bilateral Laplace transforms» For convenience 
therefore those theorems relevant to the subsequent appli­
cation of the Wiener-Hopf technique will be summarised in 
this section*
A function f(t) is related to its Mellin transform 
F(s), s=£+i£, by the reciprocal formulae
F(s) - / °°f(t)ts“:Ldt (2.1)
^0
/'£+iod>
and f(t) = (27ri)- / F(s)t*' ds. (2.2)
^-ioo
Moreover if F (s) is a function regular in the half-plane 
Z>t, , and s~^F (s) —> 0 as the limit r — > co (where
T
iGre = s-£ for arbitrary S>0) is approached uniformly
(152)in the region -7c/2<0<tu/2 , then it may be shownw  J that
equation (2.2), with F(s)=F,(s), is a solution of the+
integral equation
,~1 n
F(s) = / f(t)t dt (2.3)
J 0
provided . Similarly, if F (s) is a function regular
in £<£ , equation (2.2) v/ith F(s)=F (s) is also the solution
of the equation
f a n
F (s) = / f(t)t dt (2.4),/1
for £<£,o
T
In certain instances in the following analysis unknown 
functions F+(s) and F (s) are defined in terms of known 
functions f(t) by means of equations of the form (2.3) 
(2o4)o Then provided that f(t) has a finite number of 
maxima, minima and finite discontinuities along the path 
of integration and is bounded except at a finite number of 
points along this path,
(a) F (s) is regular in the half-plane if■f —
If(t) | < At~^~ as t — >-0, and
(b) F (s) is regular in if |f(t)| < Bt“^+
as t — > oo ,
where A and B are arbitrary constants0
The Abelian theorems for the finite transforms defined 
by equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be derived directly from 
the corresponding results for the standard Laplace trans-
W 5 3 )
TXs) = /°° f(x)e~sxdx
^0
by making the substitution t=e“x and may be stated thus:
r o
If, for P>0, f(t) ~  C(l-t)|3/f (p+X) -I +
It — » 1_
o 1 ( S —  ^0,
then ^+(s) Cs 1 ~ 4
L S — CO
where C is a constant. Here the notation 0 and 1 denotes
J- ^
the limits taken from the right and left respectively.
202 The Wiener-Hopf Procedure
To avoid unnecessary repetition the following notation 
will be used throughout the present work to describe three 
regions of the complex s=£+i£> plane:
Region (i)
Region (ii)
Region (iii) £ <£
where values of £ and £ will be specified for given prob-
T  —*
lemSo This division of the s-plane is shown schematically 
in Figure 2.1. By applying Mellin transforms to integral 
or partial differential equations a typical form of the 
resulting problem is to find unknown functions X (s) regular 
in (i) and Y (s) regular in (iii) which satisfy the equation
P(s)X (s) + Q(s)T (s) + R(s) = 0 (2.5)
—  ~r
in region (ii), where P(s), Q(s) and R(s) are known func­
tions regular in (ii), and where for simplicity it is 
assumed that P(s) and Q(s) are also non-zero in that region. 
In the folloxving analyses (2.5) will be referred to as 
"the Wiener-Hopf equation"» (If Fourier or Laplace trans­
forms are used the resulting problem will be stated in an 
identical form except that the regions will be bounded by 
lines £=£ and £=£ „)
"T —
Since the function Q(s)/P(s) is regular and non-zero 
in (ii) it is always possible to write
Q(s)/P(s) = Q_(s)Q+(s) (2.6)
where Q (s) and Q,(s) are regular and non-zero in regions — +
(i) and (iii) respectively. The factorisation (2.6) is 
the fundamental step in the Wiener-Hopf approach. In 
terms of these functions (2.5) may now be written in the form
X_(s)/Q_(s) + Y+(s)Q+(s) + R(s)/P(s)Q_(s) = 0, (2.7)
where X (s)/Q (s) is regular in (i) and Y,(s)Q,(s) is regular 
in (iii). If it is possible to decompose the third term 
so that
R(s)/.T?(s)Q_(s) = R_(s) + R+(s), (2.8)
where R (s) and R (s) are regular in regions (i) and (iii)
—  +
respectively, equation (2.7) may be written
X_(s)/Qjs) + R_(s) = - Y+(s)Q+(s) - R+(s). (2.9)
Whilst the functions on either side of (2.9) are equal in
(ii), X (s)/Q (s) -5- R (s) is analytic in (i) and
-Y,(s)Q,(s) - R,(s) is analytic in (iii). Thus by analytic + + +
continuation they represent the entire function J(s) defined 
throughout the s-plane. Finally if
|X (s)/Q_(s) + R (s)| < |s|^ as s — > oc in region (i)
|Y (s)Q (s) + R (s)| < | s |m as s oo in region (iii)
then by Liouville's theorem J(s) is a polynomial in s of 
degree less than or equal to the integral part of min(/,m).
Thus X (s) and Y (s) may be determined by this method to
—- i
within a finite number of arbitrary constants.
/The decomposition (2.8) may be effected using Cauchy's 
theorem provided that in region (ii), for n>0,
|R(s)/P(s)Q_(s)| < D|£|-n as |S| -»oo.
For I <c<£<d<£
— T
1 /^C4"l£?0 -j
R (s) = (27ii)" / R(u) [P(u)Q (u)(u-s)]~ du
“ Jq-Ioq
.(2.10)
yd+ioo
and R, (s) = ~ (2711)"" / R(u) [P(u)Q (u)(u~s)]~ du»
+
2*3 Formulation of the Wiener-Hopf Problem for Linear
Screx^  Dislocation Arrays Inclined to Plane Boundaries
Consider a linear array of n infinite straight right- 
hand screw dislocations, each of Burgers vector b, inclined 
to the welded boundary between two elastically isotropic 
half-spaces (I) and (II) of shear moduli and G ^ ^
respectively0 It is convenient to use the sets of rect­
angular Cartesian axes 0x^ and Oy^ related by a rotation 
of aTt/2 about Ox^, and the cylindrical polar coordinates 
(r, ©, z=x^) as shown in Figure 2.2« Unless otherwise
stated all components of stress will be referred to axes 0x^« 
The dislocations, parallel to Ox^, are arrayed on and can 
move in the plane X2 = 0  under the influence of a stress 
component 0 2 =^cr(x^) which is invariant in the x^-direction0
If the plane of the interface is y^=0, the stresses 
at points (r,G) in each half-crystal due to a single screw 
dislocation at (x^,0) may be derived either as a limiting 
case of equations (1.4-) or directly from the results of 
H e a d ^ ^ , and may be written in the form
j CI) G ^ b r  rsine . v rsin6_x1 sinaraO' _ i,    — ....-p. + Y*,-"*yy—-•*—    pj f
? x1 ^x^rcosG+r x1^+2x1rcos(a7i"+9)+r
(I) G^^b rcos©~x-^ rcos©+x-^cosaTt
Q* — A [/ 'p " '" p 'I' "Y p' ~p~3
^ -2x-^rcos©+r x-^  +2x^rcos(aTi;+©)+r
md
(yx>o) (2.11)
„(H) rsinG
1 3  = ~ - 2 i ~ c 1+T' 2'     ” "2' > ^ x-^  -2x^rcos©-t-r
(IX) _ G(I)b rcoae-xl
° 2 3  “ -~2^— (1+r) g—  - - ^
 ^ x^ -2x^rcos0+r
(y1<0) (2.12)
where Y = [G*-11) ^ ! ^  £G(Il)+G(l)j-lo Following an identi-
cal argument to that described in Section 1*2 the conditions 
that each dislocation in the array is in equilibrium under 
the combined influence of cr(x^ ) and the mutual repulsion of 
the n~l other dislocations may be written, in the continuous 
distribution approximation, as the singular integral equation
m
G b r  T ? ( , r > r —1, Y z'„ , ,_iai^-l, iaTc^ —1-j
j F\X/  ^ 2 ^ 1  2 1 dxsJ Jj
+ cK^) = 0, (2.13)
where the integral is taken over the dislocated segments of 
the x-^~axiSo In the following analysis attention will be 
devoted entirely to problems in which the dislocations are 
continuously distributed over the single segment 0^rC£, 
in which case, by mailing the substitutions t=x^/£, r\-x/£, 
0(t])=F(x) and 'c(t)=2TL[G^I^b]"’'La(x1) equation (2 .1 3 ) may 
be rewritten in the form
-1
'c(t) = / k(t/ri)ri,(ri)Ti~hr| (0<t<l) (2.14-)
J0
where
k(3b/n) = (l~t/'n)~1^ ( e ia7‘+t/i])‘“1-^(e‘~icJi+t/T])~1c
Equation (2.14) may be extended to the whole half- 
plane t>0 by defining the unknown function
h(t) = f  k(t/'n)_Q('r1)‘n 1dTi (l<t<oo)o (2d5)
Jo
faking the Mellin transform of the sum of functions ’c(t) 
and h(t) the equation
G(s) + H (s) = B (s)K(s) (2.16)—, +
is obtained, in which the functions
G(s) = / r(t)ts ^dt, (2d7)
^0
K(s) = f k(u)us“^du (2.18)
Jo
are known, and
.00 -1
H (s) = / h(t)ts-<lt (2.19)
s-1k(s) = / il(7i)ri dri (2.20)
-i- JQ
are to be found.
Erom equations (2.14) and (2.18)
K(s) = 7i[cos7i(s~l)kYcosa7L(s~l)]/sin7L.(s-l) (2.21)
with zeros at s = lioc^  (i=l,2,0«o o°), where ou are the 
positive roots of the equation
cos'noc. + Y cos a?i a. = 0,
1 1
(2.22)
and are all real for -1<Y<1. If is the smallest of
these roots, 0<og^ <1, and by inspection IC(s) is regular and
non-zero within the infinite strip l-a^<£<l, - co<£< do „
Furthermore, from Section 2.1 G(s) is regular within the
same strip provided that *t(t) has a finite number of
maxima, minima and finite discontinuities along the path
of integration in equation (2 .1 7 ), and is bounded at all
but a finite number of points along this path. These
conditions are satisfied for all realistic forms of *c(t).
Thus, using the nomenclature of Section 2.2 with £ = l-oo^
and = 1, equation (2.16) is of the form of the Wiener-
Hopf equation (2.5), with P(s) = 1, Q(s) = - K(s),
R(s) = G(s), X (s) = H (s) and I (s) = B (s), where functions — — + +
H (s) and B (s), regular in regions (i) and (iii) respec- 
tively, must be found which satisfy the equation in region
Once the function B,(s) has been determined following+
the procedure outlined in the previous section the distri­
bution function il(ri) = F(x) may be obtained by inversion of 
equation (2.20) as in Section 2.1, that is
(ii) o
B (s)rTsds [0<ti<1, s in (iii)]
0 [tj<0 , Kri] (2.25)
The number of dislocations in the pile-up is given by
rl
n = ^ / ii(*n)dTi
J0
(2.24)
and the stresses due 'the piled-up dislocations
are determined by the integrals
a g )P(r,G) = J  cr^|\x1,r,0)F(x1)dx1 (g=I,II)
(2.25)
where the forms of Ojfp ure given in equations (2.11) and 
(2.12).
It is not always necessary, however, to evaluate the 
distribution function as an intermediate step in determining 
quantities such as n and ^or instance it has been
pointed out by Kuang and M u r a ^ ^  that, by comparing equa­
tions (2.20) and (2.24) the number of piled-up dislocations 
is always given by
n/£ = ^  B+(s). (2.26)
f t )pAlso the stress component cr^ (r>^,0), which is of interest 
in problems where P(x^) is unbounded at x^ =<£, may be ob­
tained by consideration of H (s) instead, of B (s). It"T
may be seen by inspection of equation (2.15) that
cr.p^  ^(r>/£,0) = G^^b(2ir)“^h(t). (2.27)
Thus, if H (s) is determined as in the last section, it 
remains to invert the integral (2.19) as discussed in Section 
2.1, to give
1 /-^ 4-ico -i
h(t) = (27a)"1 / H (s)t ds (£<1).(2.28)
^q~ioo
Consequently these two important physical quantities can 
be obtained avoiding much lengthy manipulation.
In the present problem the factorisation of K(s) in
the manner of (206), that is
K(s) = K_(s)K+(s) (2„29)
where K (s) and K (s) are regular and non-zero in regions — +
(1) and (iii) respectively, may be carried out by inspection 
once values of ou from equation (2C22) have been obtained* 
Although in general these must be determined numerically, 
analytic treatment is possible (1) for all values of Y
when a is a rational number, and for all values of a when
(2) Y =1 or (3) Y=~lo
Case (l) corresponds to a linear array of screw dis­
locations adjacent to the welded interface between two 
half-spaces with arbitrary elastic 'properties, at an angle 
pm/2q to the boundary normal, where p and q are integers„
The solution of this problem, when the dislocations are 
piled-up at the boundary under the influence of the applied 
stress, is discussed in Chapter 3, whilst the limiting cases
(2) and (3) are considered in Chapter 4-*
\
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of the linear array 
of right-hand serein dislocations discussed in Section 2*2, 
showing the relationship between the rectangular Cartesian 
axes Ox^, Oy^ and the cylindrical polar coordinates 
(r,G,z-x^-y^). The materials (I) and (II) are welded 
together along the plane interface y^ =0*
CHAPTER 5
Screw Dislocation Pile-Ups in Two-Phase Materials
of Finite Rigidty
In this chapter attention is devoted entirely to the 
problem of solving the integral equation (2.14-) for arbi­
trary values of Y in the range ~1<Y<1, and for all rational 
values of a in the range 0<a<lo Moreover it is assumed 
that the stress cr(x^ ) acting on the slip plane is of such 
a form that the dislocations are piled-up against the plane 
interface, so that the solution for il(ri) is unbounded at 
n=0 and bounded at ti=1. The solution is obtained explicitly 
for the important case when o' is constant.
3o1 Solution of the Integral Equation
As pointed out in Section 2*3» before the factorisation 
of K(s) as in equation (2.29) can be carried out, it is 
necessary to find the roots ou of (2.22). Since a is 
rational in the present case it may be replaced in (2.22) 
by pq*”1 where p and q are integers (q>p) to give
cosq(Teou/q) ■+ YcospCrax^/q) = 0, (3«l)
This equation may be expanded as a polynomial, in cos(*rta^ /q) 
of order q, and may be solved analytically in the thirteen 
distinct cases listed in Appendix 3»1> apart from the two 
limiting cases when p=0 and p=q. In all other instances 
the values of must be obtained numerically, although 
the following analysis is equally valid for all rational 
values of a.
In terms of the q values of in the range o<a^<q the 
function K(s) may he written in the form
K(s) = Tt(-l)^2^c-~^  "[V sinCri(s-l+a. )/2q] sin[Ti(s-l-a. )/2q]
i=l
-j
x [sin7c(s~l)] “
each sine term of which may now he expanded as an infinite 
product [for instance see Ahramowits and Stegun^^] to 
give K(s) in a suitable form fox* carrying out the factor­
isation (2.29) hy inspection In this way the functions
K (s) and K (s) may he written + —.
K+(s) = 2-1/2(7E/q)%-X(s\ ^ lnf f { ^ s-1+ax)l:i+(s-;L+ai)/2(in:l
x [l+(s-l-oa)/2qn] [l+(s-l)/n] (3«2)
and
K (s) 2-l/2(-1t/q)a-eX(s)fr ff f(s-X_a. ) Cl-(s-l+a. )/2qn]
i=l n-1 “ 1 1
x [l-(s-l-ai)/2qn] (s-l)""1 [l-(s-l)/n] ~1}, (3-3)
which satisfy the regularity requirements. The exponential
—YX s ) lC( ° }factors e v J and e J have heen included to ensure hoth
the convergence of the infinite products and the algebraic
behaviour of K (s) and K (s) as s oo so that Liouville's
theorem may he applied at a later stage, as discussed in
Section 2.2.
Making use of Euler*s Infinite product formula for 
the gamma, function^^ equations (3»2) and (3«3) may 
expressed more conveniently as
K (s) = 22<l-1/2(qT0qe-X,(s>r(s)*r
X {_fr (S-l-ai)r C(s—l+oci)/2q] r i C s - l - ^ ) ^ ^ } -1,
K_(s) = _ 22q- 1 /2 (gTi)qex ' ( s ) r  (1-S)
x jjV (l-s_ai)r [(l-s_ai)/2ql T [(l-s+ai)/2q]J--1.
(3.4-)
The function X'(s) can now be chosen so that K (s) and 
K,(s) behave algebraically as s oo by employing Stirling's
nr
( 84)asymptotic formula for gamma functionsw  . By placing
X'(s) = (s~l) In (2q) (3-5)
then apart from a constant factor
K .(s) — ^ s1//2 and ^  K (s) — > s~1//2 (3-6)S oo + S “5>- OC _
and the necessary behaviour is establishedo
The stage has now been reached when the Wiener-Hopf 
equation (2.16) may now be written in the form of (2.7), 
that is
B+(s)K+(s) = G(s)/K_(s) + H_(s)/K_(s).
It is not possible to proceed with the decomposition
G(s)/K_(s) = G__(s) + G,(s) (3-7)
analogous to (2.8) without specifying the form of the stress 
component cr(x^)0 Only the case when this component is
constant will be considered in the present work, although
the method of solution is valid for any form of cr(x^ ) pro­
vided that it satisfies the conditions equivalent to those
- 35 -
for cr(t) discussed in Section 2.3* If a constant stress 
-4 3  is applied at infinity then by treating the problem 
as the limiting case of a pile-up external to a circular 
cylindrical inclusion of large radius as discussed in 
Section 1.3» the effective applied stresses in materials
(I) and (II) are
<*2 3  ^ “ ~ (1 -Ycoss.tj)o'2  ^and <*2 3 "^ = " (l+l) ° 2 3
(3.8)
from (1 .6 ) and (1 .7 )« By assuming that the frictional 
stress <5 ^  opposing the motion of the dislocations may he 
treated as being constant, the total stress cr(x^ ) = -cr 
acting on the slip plane is
(r = [(l-YcosaTc)"^^ - cr2 3  ^ = G^^b( 2 Ti)'"'^ c. (3-9)
Under these conditions G(s) = from (2.17), and conse­
quently the decomposition of the function G(s)/K (s) as 
in equation (3*7) may be achieved by means of equations
(2.10), giving
n /-d+ico 1
G+( s) = (27d) rs / [K_(u)(u-s)l du (£<d<l)
d-ioo
= _ rCsqCo)]-1. (3.10)
The evaluation of G (s) is superfluous to the present 
problem.
The Wiener-Hopf equation (2.16) may now be used as in 
Section 2.2 to define the entire function J(s) by the ex­
pressions
J(s) = H (s)/K (s) + G (s) in region (i)
(3.11)
= K 1(s)B,(s) — G,(s) in region (iii)T T +
and it remains to determine the form of J(s). From the 
end condition that .ft (1) = 0 it is reasonable to assume 
that |jl(rj)l ^  where T>0 as r\ 10 Using the Abelian
T—l
theorem given in Section 2.1 this implies that |B (s)|/^s“T
and consequently that
|K (s)B,(s) - G,(s)| /-vx as s
+  -r +
by taking into account the asymptotic behaviour of K (s) 
given in (3.6). Therefore, from Liouville's theorem 
J(s) = 0 and B (s) is given uniquely by the equation+
B (s) = G,(s)/K,(s). (3.12)
+
Because this function is analytic in region (iii) then by 
its definition (2.20) Jl(*n) must obey the relationship
ou -1
lilOn) I < At] as Ti — > 0
from the Mellin transform theorem of Section 2.1* Thus 
the second end condition, that_ft(*n) is unbounded at 1*1=0 , 
is also satisfied.
From equations (3.4)» (3*3)» (3.10) and (3.12)
B , (s) = 2cN(2q)sfV {f [l+(s-l~.a. )/2q] f [l+(s-l-2q+a. )/2q]
i=l 1 1
X [r(s+X)]-1} (3.13) 
where N = (27i)-2qJT -£r [(l+a^)/2q] P t(l+2q~ai)/2q]j-. (3.14)
The fact that this function is symmetric in ou and 2q-oc. 
considerably simplifies the integration (2 «2 3 ) to obtain 
the distribution function jl(ri) = F(x^). By expanding the 
gamma functions in equation (3«>13) as infinite products, this 
integral may be taken around the infinite semi-circle in 
the right-hand half-plane, when residue theory may be used 
to give
F(x1) = 2cN 2 L2qT2q-l(ao;ai;xl/^
• I — «L»
+ 2qT2q-l(2^-a d ;ax ;XX/^ )} (5‘15)
where 
T
a .-1
tJ
2q-2q_l(ad;bi:x) " X V V ’V
x 0 Fn n 2q 2q_I
'(a .+2i-3)/2q, (a .+2i_2)/2q;
c) J
(a.+2q-bi)l/2q,(a^+bi)'/2q,a^/q;
x2q
and
tq(aj ’bj^ ) = (r [(bi-a^)/2q] f [(2q-bi-a..)/2q] J
i=l
i/D
x r(l-ad/q)[r(2-ad)]
.1
(3-16)
The function 2q^2 1 '^*le Senerallse(^- hypergeometric
(55) q~function defined as
a f b
al * a2 °
b^,b2° • ®*^33*
«. (ai)n(a2 k ,,,'(-aA k  zn 
n=0<-bl',n('b2-)n' * * ^
where the Pochhammer’s symbol
(a)n = T (a+n)/f (a)
has been used* Expressions such as (a.+2i-3)/2q appearing 
in this function represent a sequence of q terms obtained 
by placing i=l,20..q, and the dash indicates that the term
for ivhich i=J is omitted„ In the limiting case when a=0,
for a pile-up perpendicular to the boundary, the result
(17 )previously derived by Barnettv for the distribution 
function F(x^) is obtained, namely
F(x^) = 0 ( 7 1 sin c7t/2)“^sinh[c cosh"**^  (^/x^)] (3.17)
1 1where c =- n~ cos~ Y. The other limiting case, when a=l 
and the dislocations are distributed in the interface, 
gives rise to a distribution function similar to that for 
a pile-up in a homogeneous solid^l and. has the form
l'(x1) = o [7c(1+Y)]-1(^/x1-1)1/2.
3.2 The Number of Dislocations in the Pile-Up
With the aid of the relation (2«26) the number of 
dislocations, n, in the pile-up may be readily obtained 
from equation (3 .1 3 ) a-nd. is given by
n/£ = 4-cNq7i^ { TT sin(Tta./2q)^ (3.18)
li=i 1 J
When the pile-up is perpendicular to the interface (a=0) 
this expression reduces to
n/£ = ‘cc(1~Y2)~1//2
where c is defined as in equation (3 .1 7 ), whilst for the 
pile-up in the interface (a=0)
n/£ = •c/2(l-i-Y).
3-3 Stresses Near to the Tip of the Pile~Up
Although the distribution function P(x-^ ) given by 
(3ol5) appears in a rather complicated form, it has the 
advantage of being a power series in (x^ //£) and therefore 
the integral (2 „2 5 ) giving the components of stress
tJ J
due to the pile-up may be carried out term by term. Since 
the stresses in the immediate vicinity of the pile-up tip 
are of primary interest approximate expressions for these 
may be obtained fairly simply by neglecting terms involving 
powers of r greater than zero.
It is convenient in this calculation to employ the 
alternative set of polar coordinates (r,<|),z) defined as 
in Pigure 3«1« Inspection of the form of both the distri­
bution function given in (3c 15) ancl the stress components
(2.11) and '(2.12) indicates that the integral (2 .2 5 ) may be 
expanded as the sum of an infinite number of integrals of 
the general form
1
f  tm (‘n^-2rtcos'4h-r^)'“ d^7i 
^0
where m can have any value greater than -10 The evaluation 
of such integrals is considered in Appendix 3*2, where a 
recurrence procedure is developed enabling in principle 
solution of all integrals of this form0
Prom these results the stress components &ue
the entire dislocation array, at the point (r ,) near to 
the tip may be calculated using equations (2.11), (2.12), 
(2 o2 5 ) and (3 .1 5 ), giving
l
° 1 3 ^  ^  2 c rN /c ^ (^ /r )  ^ ^ s in [( l-a -^ )< |) ]+ Y s in [( l-a ^ )< |) -a ^ (a ± l)7 i3 j
~ G^( sinma^,
^ 2 3 ^  -  2crN ^C ^(^ /r) ^ '[cos  [ ( l - c x ^ H ]  +Y.cos C (l-a ^ )< |)-a ^ (a ± l)7 i]]*
— Cp(l_Ycosrca ) ) ,  ( 3 . 19)
in medium (I), where positive and negative signs are to be
taken in regions -7u<(K-(l+a)ri/2 and (3 a)tu/2<<1><ti: respectively,
and
ff13I ')P ~  2 0K (l+Y )C 1 ( ^ / r )  _ a is in ( l-a -^ )< |),
°2 3 P^P -  2aN (l+Y ) [C ^ ( ^ / r )  ^cos(l_a.p<|> -  Cg]
C -( l+ a )/2 < < t> < ( l-a ) /2 ] (3 -2 0 )
in medium (II)c The constants and are defined as
U1 =
and
Cf = Ttt (a^;a^) [sinTia^ ] "■ (3<»21)
C2 ~ -A ^ 2q+lT2q^aj;ai;1  ^ + 2q+irr2q('2q_(xj;ai;1d
' (3.22)
where
,-1
2q+lT2q(a^ bi;l) “ V ad5V (1-ap  
X 2 q d % a
(a .+2i-3)/2q,(a.+2i-2)/2q,(a.-l)/2q;
a .0 J p
» jX a^+2q-bi) 1 /2q, ( a. +b±) 1 /2q, a^/q, (a.^+2q-l)/2q
(3.23)
and t (a.,b. ) is given by (3*16). As with the definition 
h u -J-
of 2o^2q 1’ sin£le ^erms such as (a.+2i-3)/2q in the gener­
alised hypergeometric function 2q+1^2q eclua’fr:i-on (3»23) 
represent a sequence of q terms obtained by placing i=l,2o..q 
and the dash indicates that the term for i=j is omitted.
In the first limiting case, when a=0, the products 
2NC^ and 2 HC2  have the particularly simple forms
-cu
2NC^ = 2 cosec [(l-oc^ )it] cosec [(l-oc^ )7c/2]
and 2 NC2  = cosec [(l-a^ )7u] cot [(l-a^)ri/2]
(17)in agreement with the results of Barnettv tJ0 When a=l 
the equations (3-19) and (3.20) reduce to
. e g 1*  ... oU/T)1/2B±nW2
= cr2 3 I P^ ^  ~ °rC(^/r)1//2coS(l)/2 -
(t ) (II)
where the only dependence upon G^ y and G ' is contained 
in the modified form of the applied stress cr = 
given by equation (3*9) «>
The Wiener-Hopf technique has thus been used in this 
chapter to find the equilibrium distribution function of 
a continuously distributed array of screw dislocations 
piled-up at the welded interface between two different 
isotropic elastic half-spaces on a plane inclined at an 
angle (l~a)7r/2 to the interface, a being a rational number. 
The number of dislocations in the pile-up has been determined 
using the relationship (2.26), and the stresses in the 
neighbourhood of the tip have been evaluated approximately 
by the method described in Appendix 3<»20 The significance 
of these results is discussed in Section 7.1.
ait
P
Interface
Figure 3-1 The relationship betv/een the rectangular 
Cartesian axes Ox^ and the set of cylindrical polar 
coordinates (r ,<!>» z=oc~) used in Section 3*3*
Appendix ffhe Fifteen Possible Analytic Solutions to
the Equation cosTrg^ +YcosaTtoc^  - 0, for Arbitrary Y
In the following list of solutions the principal 
values of all inverse cosines should be taken„ In order 
to simplify the writing of the solutions the following nota­
tion has been adoptedo When symbols (±) occur in an ex­
pression either all of the upper signs or all of the lower 
signs must be chosen,, On the other hand the symbol (*) 
is also used, having the same mathematical meaning as (±) 
but where the choice is independent of all other symbols 
in the expression,, The solutions are listed in order of 
increasing q„
(1) a=0, take q=l ot^  = l-icos^Y
(2) a=X, q=l ai = 5
(3) a=*?, q=2 ol± = fcos-^iEiCY^S)172-^]}
(4) aA, q=3 a± = |cos-1 [±|(3-'Y)1/2] , §
(5) a=|, q=3
ai = |cos-1{(l+^2)1/2cos[i(G+2n7i)]-gp, n=X,2,3 
where 0 = cos-1 [^(27_2Y2) (9+Y2) ~^2J
(6) a=i, q=4
“i = ^cos-1(*g{[I+b] 1//2* [l-b+(4b2-2)1//2]1//2})
where 'b=i(X01/2cosG-l) , 6 = i'cos”1 [(28+27K2)X0-3/2]+^i;
(7) a=“~, q=4
a± = ^oos-1<(-|{Ki-(K2+l+lD)1/2*[(2K2+l-'b)+2K(K2+l+b)1//2
+(4b2 -2)1/2]1/2}) 
where h = i[(1 0 +3 6 K2 )^//2 cos6 -l] ,
9 = icos_1L7(4+27K2)(10+36K2)"5/2] and K = |y
(8 ) a=|, q=5
a. =|cos-1{^2-3/2 C5*(5_ ^ ) 1/211/2}> |
(9) a=|, q=5
ai = |c oS-1^2-3/2 [5_Y*(Y2+2Y+5)1/2]1/2}, |
(10) a=i, q=7
ai = kC0 S~/*/~B— cosCg(6 +2 nTt)] +^5 } Y  g n = 0 > 1 > 2
where 6  = it _ cos- 1  [|(7+27Y)7_5/'2]
(1 1 ) a=f|, q= 7
ai = |°os-1^*{|(7-3Y)1/2cos[i(e+2mt)]+^]  ^ 2
n-0,1,2
where 6  = tc - cos- 1  [i(7-18Y)(7-3Y)"5//2I
(1 2 ) a=|, q=7
ai = ^oos~'*'q|g(7+Y+Y2)^/'2cos [^(0+2nit)] +^(7-Y )j "^2^
^ n=0,1,2
-3/2
inhere 6 = w _ cos_1[|(7-12Y+3Y +2Y5)(7+Y+Y2) ]
(15) a=|, q=9
, 4(ib2-9- r )1/ 2] l / 2l 1/2>, |
where b = 2(3+yY)'*'//2cos^ + 9 
and 9 = oos-1[|(1+Y)(3+|y)-3/2]
(14) a=^, q=9
a* = |cos-1<*2-3/2{|±(b_f_Y)1/2*[f-b-Y±9(h-f-Y)1/2
T4(ib2_9-5Y)1/2]i/2^1/2^ , | 
where b = 2(3+^Y+tjY2)cos§ + 9 + i-Y 
and 6 = cos~1(|-6Y+|y2+ ^ Y 5)(3-|y+|y2)-5/2
(15) a=|, q=9
a . = |C0S-l(,2-3/2[|_lY±(b_2Z+|Y+lY2)l / 2 ^ ^ _ 2Y+lY2_b
±(9-Y ) (b-SZ+|-Y+iY2)1/2+4(ib2-9+7Y )1/2]1/2 j I/2J). 
where b = 2(3-|y+^Y2)1/2 cos^ + 9 ~  ^
and G = cos~^|+|y+^Y2+1^ Y 4)(3hJy^Y2)~',//2
ro
lv
o
Appendix 3*2 Integrals of the Perm
/“I p p i
I = / T^Ol ~2rircos0+r )~ drj 
^0___________________________
It is convenient to denote by 'I the integral I for 
m in the region n-l<m<n. Integrating by parts the recur­
rence relation
In = (m-X)-1 _ r2In 2 + roo s G I ^  (A3.2.1)
is obtained, and it is therefore necessary to evaluate only 
the integrals Iq and 1^. By making the change of variable 
7] = y~^ Iq may be decomposed into the form
Iq = J~  'n’”m(l*!-2rircos(l)+7]^ r^ )“ d^ri
* (2i sin G)-1/ / 7i~m(r)r-e“'i0)~1dr! - f  t~m('nr-eie)“1
lJo J0
(A3«2o2)
where <1> = 0-7C. The first term is now in the form of a
standard i n t e g r a l p r o v i d e d  -7i<<J)<7u, whilst the other
two terms appear as a special case of the integral repre-
( SS')sent at ion of the Gauss function , provided-r<l. Thus
Iq = rm~^ T£ sin m<|> cosec nnc cosec (j>
oo _
S rn(n^ -m-i-l)~ sin(n+l)6 cosec 0. (A3.2.3') 
n=0
The integral 1^ may be decomposed into a form similar to 
that of equation (A3.2.2) without a change of variable, 
and in fact gives rise to a result identical to that for 
Iq in (A3.2.3)* with the same restrictions on 4> and r0 
Therefore, by means of (A3.2.1) and (A3.2.3) sny of the inte 
grals I may be evaluated analytically.
CHAPTER 4
Two Special Cases of Screw Dislocation Pile-Ups 
Near to Plane Boundaries
Two special cases in which the integral equation (2.14) 
can be solved for all values of the constant a, both rational 
and irrational, occur when Y=1 and Y=-l, and in both instan­
ces a treatment is required which differs to some extent 
from that given in Chapter 3» The first of these cases, 
corresponding to a screw dislocation pile-up in a half­
space of finite rigidity against a rigid second phase, at' 
first sight seems to be of small physical significance„ 
However, the solutions obtained in the following analysis 
clearly indicate that when the second phase has finite rigid­
ity the results of the last chapter may be used to assess 
by interpolation the properties of pile-ups inclined to 
the boundary at intermediate angles for which analytic 
treatment is not possible using the present technique. 
Moreover the mathematical problem is identical to that for 
two intersecting screw dislocation pile-ups under symmetric 
loading considered by Smithv
The second case when Y=-l requires considerably dif­
ferent treatment. It corresponds to a dislocation array 
in a half-space bounded by a free surface, and unlike the 
cases considered already has little physical significance 
when the distribution function F(x^) is unbounded at the 
surface, that is when x^=0. However, if it is bounded 
at this point and unbounded at x^=^, the model corresponds 
to an infinitely sharp notch inclined to a free surface, 
under conditions of antiplane strain, and therefore the
solution to this particular problem is considered here*
4-el Screw Dislocation Pile-Up Against a Rigid Second
Phase
When Y=1 the function K(s) given by equation (2.21) 
may be written directly in the form of a single product, 
that is
K(s) = 2Tccos[(s-l)(l+a)7T:/2]cos[(s-l)(l-a)7u/2]/sin[(s~l)7u] o
Expanding the sines and cosines by means of the infinite 
product formulae, the factorisation (2.29) may be carried 
out as before by inspection. Using the infinite product 
representation of the gamma function K (s) and K (s) may
— "T*
be written in the forms
K_(s) = _ 2-5/2eX '(s)r(l-s)rr(l-s)(l+a)/2]r r.(l-s)(l-a)/2]
x (r [(l-s)(l+a)] r [(l-sXl-a)]}-1
K (s) = 2-3/2e-X '(s)r(s)r[(s-l)(l+a)/2]r[(s-l)(l-a)/2]i
T
x f r K  S-1) ( X+a) ] r [( S-1) (l+a)j} -1
It is readily shown by means of Stirling's asymptotic for-
(54-)mulaw  J for the gamma function that if
X ’(s) = - (s-1) In 4- a,
where A  = [(X+a)/2] (1+a)/2f.(X-a)/2] (1~a)/2
then K.(s) has the necessary algebraic behaviour
Lt
S oo K (s) — ^ s1/2+
for the application of Liouville’s theorem at a later stage,
as in the previous problem.
Assuming a constant applied stress a11^- a constant
xp
frictional stress then the function G+(s) will again 
be given by equation (3.10), where in this case
c =s 27i[G^^b]“^a = 27c[G^^b]“"^[2sin^a7i/202^ - °23 J *
obtained by placing Y=1 in (3.9). Also, by identical 
reasoning to that in Section 3.1 it may be deduced that 
J(s)=0, when, from (3.11),
B+(s) = G+(s)/K+(s)
= 'c(2Tt)-1N'a-s r  [|(s-l)(l+a)+|j r [|(s-l)(l-a)+§3 '
x r.r(s+i)]_1 (4-.1)
where NV = |cosecy. The distribution function n(rj)
= F(x), obtained by substituting (4-el) into the inversion 
integral (2.23), has the form
l'(x1) = - 'C7u~1N i 2 {Vm [l/(l+a);x1^/^] + Vm D-/(l-a) ;x14/^]}
m=0
(4.2)
where
Vm^0;z  ^ = zc(2m+1)’1 r [e(2m+l).l]/r [e(2m+l)-m]m ‘. (4 .3)
When a is rational (4.2) may be written alternatively as 
the sum of generalised hypergeometric functions, in agree­
ment with the results of Chapter 3 for this limiting value 
of Y„ Taking the limit of equation (4.1) as s -> 1, the 
number of dislocations, n, in the pile-up is given by the 
expression
n/£ = 'cN,/2A (4.4)
from equation (2.26). Finally, using the results of
(I)PAppendix 3.2, the stress components at a point
(r</£, <t,z) in medium (I) due to the array are given 
approximately as
(Dp/13) . aur( £ -'a/(l+a)fCQSia((i>-u) G f sinrca 1-,
i23i ’ acosec^ u rA; isinJ 1+a + 0 H_cosrcaXJ
(4.5)
for (l-a)7i/2<(i)<Tc, and
^(I)Pfl31   a.% n ( sinaTt
a (23J cosec 0 ii.cosaTu 5 (4*6)
for -7i^ (|)<-(l+a)7r/2. For a given value of a, the quantity 
C is a constant defined by the expression
C = an-1 S jv [l/(l+a) ;43 + v_ [l/(l-a); A) \ (4.7) 
m=0 m m
where
Vffi[e;z.l = eze(2m+l)- 1 r  l>(2m+l)_l]
x [[’e(2m+l)-l] r  L'e(2m+l)-m]m;}-1 . (4.8)
The case when a=0 and Y=l, when the pile-up is perp­
endicular to the boundary, has previously been considered 
by C h o u ^ ^  using the Muskhelishvili theorem. In this 
instance (4.2) and (4.4) have the particularly simple forms
F(x^) = 2ccosh~ (£ /x ^ )n ~ and n /£  -  'c /n.
It is far more interesting however to compare the present 
results with those of Smith^2^  for two intersecting screw 
dislocation pile-ups in an infinite homogeneous medium of 
shear modulus G, inclined to each other at an angle 2tc(3 
[-(l-a)nj, using Smith!s notation, and loaded symmetrically. 
Referring all stress components to the alternative set of
axes Ox?, defined in Figure 4.1, consider a load o'?., applied 
at infinity, the only non-zero component of which is 
°23 ~ *~a*° s^ress acting on each slip plane is
—<T*cos7r{3 and, making Smith's simplifying assumption that 
the lattice frictional stress cr^  is zero, the distribution 
function on each plane is given by (4.2) in the form
F ^ )  = - cr^Gbr^l-afS) s’{vm a/2(l-p);pP(l_p):L-Px1/^
m=0
+ Vm [1/2P; pPci-P)1- ^ / ^ ] }  ,
where the functions V are defined in (4.3)o This resultm
has not previously been given. Rewriting (4.4) in the 
present notation, Smith's result for the number of disloc­
ations, n, in each slip plane is obtained, namely
n = na*/(2Gb)-1p-P(l_p)1-p.
P
The components c ? • of the overall stress field due to the
-‘-d
arrays at a point (r<C£, <l)*,z), where ((>* is defined in Figure 
4.1, may be obtained in a similar manner to (4.5) and (4.6). 
In the region -(l-j3)7u<<|)*<(l-[3)7r
cr*p{ g )  ^
x (^/r)(1-2P)/2(1-p){^][(l-2p)<l.V2(l-p)] + (gj)
(4 .9)
whilst for (1—p)tc<4> '<rc, — tc<<|> '<—(3 3)7t
= 0 and = - cr*C.
Here the constant C, defined as in (4.7), niay be written
C = ai.;-1 s’ | vm [l/2(l~p) ;P^(l-P)1-^] + vm [1/2P; l_g>1-p3} .
m=0"
S m ith  has d e r iv e d  th e  r e s u l t  ( 4 .9 )  f o r  <|>*=0, o m it t in g  th e  
c o n s ta n t te rm  C i n  h is  a p p ro x im a tio n .
4.2 The Infinitely Sharp Notch in Antiplane Strain
Two different approaches are used in this section to 
find the stress field in an elastic half-space bounded by 
a free surface and containing a slit notch inclined at an 
arbitrary angle to the surface. In Section 4.2.1 the 
notch is represented by a continuous distribution of infini­
tesimal dislocations confined to the notch plane, and the 
integral equation expressing the equilibrium conditions is 
solved using the Wiener-Hopf technique. The series solu­
tion obtained by this method is only slowly convergent at 
points very near to the tip of the notch, and is therefore
in an unsuitable form for deriving the crack extension 
(57)c r i t e r i o n . However the solution for the stress field 
is exact for all points in the plane of the crack beyond 
the tip, and the analysis illustrates how the Wiener-Hopf 
technique may be used when the end conditions on the distri­
bution function differ from those in the problems considered 
earlier.
For comparison the same problem is solved in Section
4.2.2 using a conformal mapping technique. The mapping
function was used originally by Barenblatt and Oherepanov^^)
who considered a similar notch loaded by oppositely directed
line forces acting on either face at points where the notch
leaves the free surface. By this method it is possible 
an
to obtain/approximate expression for the distribution func­
tion at points near to the tip, and the crack extension 
criterion may then be readily formulated, as shown in Sec­
tion 4.2.3. Unlike the Wiener-Hopf technique, however, the
the method is restricted to loading in antiplane strain.
4.2.1 The Wiener-Hopf Approach
The physical situation is shown schematically in 
Figure 4.2, in which n freely-slipping screw dislocations 
are distributed continuously on the plane over the
region o<y^<^. The surface x^=0 is stress-free, and the 
dislocations pile-up at the point 7-^-^ under the influence 
of a uniform stress o^ ^=or, referred to axes Ox^, applied 
at infinity. The model therefore represents an infinitely 
sharp notch, inclined at an angle a7i;/2 to the normal to 
a plane free surface, which is loaded in antiplane strain.
The equilibrium condition in this problem is expressed 
by the singular integral equation (2.13) in which Y=-l 
and x^,X2 are replaced by a soluii°n is sought
which is bounded at y-^ =0 and unbounded at y-^ =/£. By trans­
forming the equation as outlined in Section 2.3 the Wiener- 
Hopf equation (2.6) is obtained which must be satisfied 
in this case in the infinite strip -[(l-a)(l+a)J<£<l,
_oc?<£<co in the s=^+i£ plane. In the nomenclature of 
Chapter 2 this strip is the region (ii) with I, =-(l-a)(l+a) 
and ? *1. When Y=1 equation (2.21) may be written
K(s) = - 27rsin[(s-l)(l+a)7r/2]sin[(s-l)(l-a)7i/23/sinTc(s-l)
and by expanding the sine terms as infinite products, 
again this function may be factorised by inspection in the 
manner of (2.29) to give
K (s) - 2TEV X '(sY(s-X)/(s-X)r E(s-X)(X+a)/2] !T(s-X)(X-a)/2]
*r
(4.IX) 
K_(s) = 4e0C'(s)r(l-s)/(l-a2)r[(l-s)(X+a)/2]rC(l-s)(l-a)/2]
(4.X2)
where the infinite products have been replaced by gamma 
functions using Euler’s formula. By choosing
5C1 (s) « (l~s) InA,
where as before & = [(l+a)/2j ^ +a'^fXl-a)/2] it
may be shown that
B JJLo K+(S) -> S~1/Z’ (4"13)
apart from a constant multiplying factor, by using Stirling’s 
asymptotic formula. Thus, having established the necessary 
behaviour of K t(s) in this limit, the function G,(s) is
+  *r
obtained directly from (3«10) when the applied stress c ^  
is uniform, giving
G+(s) = ^'c 'tiA/s (4.14)
where ic’ = 2ncrcos §f(Gb)~^ and G is the shear modulus of
the material.
So that the form of the function J(s), defined as in 
(3oll), may be determined consider the end conditions of 
the present problem. It is required that the distribution 
function JI(t}), where T[- j /Z in this case, is unbounded at 
T)=l, and so it is reasonable to assume
M
J 2  ( t )  ^  ( l - 'n ) ~  as r\ -> 1 , 
where M i s  a c o n s ta n t g re a te r  th a n  z e ro . T h e re fo re
B,(s) s ^ 1 as s 4  oo (4.15)
from the Abelian theorem of Section 2.1. Since in region 
(iii)
J(s) = K+(s)B+(s) - G+(s), (4.16)
it follows from (4.13)» (4.14) and (4.15) that
|J(s)| — ^ I s | ^ / 2  as s ^  co,
and from Liouville's theorem that J(s)=0 provided M<3/2. 
Also, since B+(s) is regular in region (iii), from the 
Mellin transform theorem in Section 2.1
JZ(ti) ^  T}(l-a)/(l+a) as ^ ^ q
and thus the second end condition, that B,(s) is hounded at+
TV=0, is satisfied.
The function B (s) is now given uniquely from equations 
(4.11), (4.14) and (4.16) by the expression
B+(s) = 'v£Ts T r.l+(s-l)(l+a)/2] [l+(s-l)(l~a)/2] / 2 n T  (s+1)
(4.17)
and may be substituted into the integral (2.23) to obtain 
the dislocation distribution functionJICti)° This integral, 
taken around the infinite semi-circle enclosing the negative 
half-plane, may be evaluated by residue theory, yielding 
the result
B(y1) = 'ctT 1 E {wm [l/(l+a);y1£/'fl + Wm [l/(l-a) jy-j^/^] ]■
m=0 '
(4-.18)
where
Wm [b;zJ = bz2b(m+i:)-1r[2b(in+l)-l]/r [2b(m+l)-m]m:
and « = 2no(Gb)-b. The relative displacement, d, of the 
slot surfaces at x1=0 is given by the expression
d /£ = rib/£ = 0-/G4  (4.19)
obtained from equations (2.26) and (4.17)*>
Unfortunately the distribution function (4.18) is only
slowly convergent as y^ approaches and so the procedure
adopted in the previous problems for finding the stress
fields approximately at points near to the tip of the array
is inappropriate in the present case. However the method
outlined in Section 2.3 may be used to find exactly the
Ttotal stress component , referred to axes Oy^ at points 
(y^>/£,0) on the slip plane beyond the end of the pile-up. 
From (3*6) and (3.11)
H_(s) = G+(s)K_(s) - G(s),
and hence, using (2.27) and (2.28) the stress component 
°23^yl^ (referre<3- to Oy^) due to the arrayed dislocations 
alone may be obtained from the integral
27i(Gb)~ OpzCyi) = (2ni) / 0 [G (s)K (s)-G(s)] (y,/^)- ds
?o-io°
( x ^ )  (4.20)
where ^Q<1P This integral may be evaluated round the
infinite semi-circle in the right-hand half-plane with the
aid of residue theory. In the present case, where the
applied stress is constant, by choosing £o<0 the total
Tstress component is given by the expression
m q i _
°23^yP  = i)"" / . Gr+(s)K^(s)(y1/^)' ds (£o<0)
^o“lco
(4.21)
obtained by substituting G(s) = tj’/s into the integral 
(4.20). The functions K (s) and G,(s) have already been
— T
calculated in equations (4.12) and (4.14) respectively, 
and the integral (4.19) thus gives
o L  = cm E ((_-S/y, A  )m 
25 m =0 1
x |r [(l+a)(l-m)/2j T L(l-a)(l-m)/2] f
(4.22)
In the limiting case when a=0, when the slot is perpen­
dicular to the free surface, (4*22) reduces to that obtained
(VS
by Head and Louatv using the Muskhelishvili inversion 
theorem, namely
°25(yP  = oy1(y12-^2)_1/2.
However for general values of a it is not possible to write 
°23^1^ ° ^ er ‘fckcin the power series (4.22), which is only 
slowly convergent for values of y-^  near to t  and is therefore 
unsuitable for studying the stress field near to the tip.
For this reason the same problem is considered in the next 
section using a conformal mapping technique, where an approxi­
mate expression for (4.22) is derived for y-^£.
4.2.2 The Conformal Mapping Approach
Consider a crack, infinite in the Ox^ direction, whose 
cross-section in the x-j^-plane is a slit of length Z inclined 
to the OX2 axis at an angle aTu/2, and meeting the free sur­
face X2=0 at the origin, as shown in Figure 4.3(a) <> The 
material is subject to a constant applied stress o-j^cr at 
infinity, referred to axes Ox^, and the crack faces are 
stress-free. The transformation
z = ^(Z-l)(1-a)/2[ l+(^)Z](1+a)/2 (4.23)
f
maps the region above AO-jLOgB in the z=x-^+ix2 plane in 
Figure 4.3(b) into the upper half of the ZsX-^+iXg plane
as shown in Figure 4.4. Undashed and dashed points cor­
respond in the two figures. In particular a point P(y^»0) 
on the crack plane, where 0<y-^-£<£ transforms approxi­
mately to the point P'(0, [2(y^-^)(l+a)/^(l~a)]in the 
Z-plane. Since the system is in antiplane strain the 
displacements u^ are harmonic, and thus, together with the 
stress components o ^  and o ^  (referred to Ox^) may be ex­
pressed in terms of a single potential function <J>(z) by the 
relations
u, = G-1Re[i(z)] (4.24)
and 0^2 - = Gdu^/ex^ - iGau^/ax2 = d<]>/dz.
Thus, using the transformation (4.23)
d£ _ d| dz _ l(l-a) fr1+(I?t)Z1~g~
dZ " dz"dZ ” 2 1L Z-l J 1 Z-l J Jdz
(4.25)
and since d§/dz = cr as x, ->«o , the original problem in the 
z-plane is equivalent to the trivial problem in the Z-plane 
in which d$/dZ = o^[(l-a)/(l+a)] d +a)/2 as and
au^/aX2 = 0 when X2 = 0, for all X^. The function
<§ = o,et(l-a)/(l+a)](1+a)/2Z (4.26)
satisfies these conditions and therefore, from (4.26)
(4.27)
Referred to the alternative axes Oy. defined in Figure 
4.3(a) the component o ^  oT the total stress acting on 
the crack plane at the point P(y1^,C) may be obtained from
(4.27) in the approximate form
T /l+a\^fF <0(l+a)+2(yj-.<O(l-a)
23 ~  ^1-a^ se (i-a ) +2(y^)~(1+a)J
_1
x |^[2(y1-./6)(l+a)/^(l-a)] ^cos(-g-Q) + sin(--g-Q) j
2 1  1 _i
where © = tan~1^22^2(y1-^)^[^-2(y^-^)] (1-a2) ^J, or
a JL 2
0*23 ^  ^ i r f ^ ^ C ^ C y ^ ) / ^  2 + O f C y ^ ) 2].
Since the points 0^ and 0^ in the z-plane transform 
to points and 0£[1,0] in the Z-plane, the
relative displacement, d, between 0^ and 0^ is readily 
obtained using (4,24) and (4.26), giving
d =  ^Re[.l(+0)] - Re[$(-0)]]/G = o£/GA ,
where as in the previous sections
A  = [(l+a)/2](1+a)/2L(l-a)/2l(1-a)/2.
This result is identical to equation (4.19) obtained using 
the Wiener-Hopf technique.
4-„2.3 The Crack Growth Condition
Smith(59) kas presented Irwin's^?) growth criterion 
for a cleavage crack in a form applicable to a crack 
represented by a linear array of freely-slipping dis­
locations. If X is the free surface energy of the 
material containing the crack, then in the notation of 
the present problem the criterion may be written
2it(^-y1) [F(y1)]2 = 16Y/Gb2 (4.28)
where ^Cy^) is the distribution function of the disloca­
tions representing the notch, and may be determined from 
the relation
= - 1 ? ^  = - ^ Re® ei(1_a)7l/2 ^ * 29)
At points on the plane 0 very near to the notch tip 
Z ^[2(/€-y1)(l+a)//€(l-a)T1//^ , and from (4.27) and (4.29) 
the distribution function in this region has the approxi­
mate form
Prr 1 a a/2 / 1//2
= Gb^l+a^ 1-2
Substitution of this expression into (4.28) yields the 
crack growth criterion
-j a/2 pvr
which reduces to the familiar criterion^^ when a=0 for 
the notch perpendicular to the free surface. It is clear 
from (4.30) that the stress required for crack growth 
becomes larger as the angle an/2 between the surface normal 
and the plane of the notch increases, and tends to infinity 
as a tends to 1.
4.3 Summary
In Section 4.1 of this chapter the distribution func­
tion of an array of screw dislocations piled-up at an angle 
(l-a)7r/2 to the plane interface between an elastic and a 
rigid half-space has been obtained using the Wiener-Hopf 
technique. Since the mathematical model is essentially 
identical to that representing two intersecting arrays of
dislocations unaer symmetric loaamg, w m c n  uas uun-
(o q')
sidered by Smithv "  using a conformal mapping technique, 
the solutions obtained from the two approaches are compared,, 
Although in this case the latter treatment is only margin­
ally simpler, it is considerably preferable in the problem 
of a sharp notch in antiplane strain inclined to the free 
surface of an elastic half-space which has been solved 
for uniform loading using both techniques in Sections 4-.2ol 
and 4«202o In fact it does not appear possible to derive 
the crack growth condition, in the manner described in 
Section 4.203i from the results obtained using the Wiener- 
hopf techniqueo
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Figure 4»X Schematic illustration of two intersecting 
screw dislocation pile-ups under symmetrical loading, 
showing the rectangular Oartesion axes Ox? and cylin- 
drical polar coordinates <r, **,*«•) used in the discussion 
of this problem in Section 4-.1*
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Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of the dislocation 
model used to represent an infinitely sharp notch OL in 
antiplane strain inclined to the free surface Xg^O at 
an angle an/2. The systems of rectangular Cartesian 
axes Ox^ and Oy^ are related by a rotation of a7i/2 
about Ox^-Oy^. n positive screw dislocations, distri­
buted continuously on the plane yg-O in the region 
0<y<^, are in equilibrium under a constant applied stress
Oo2=af referred to axes Ox..2$ 1
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.Figure 4,3 The s-x^+ix^ plane (a) showing the relation­
ship between the axes Ox^ and Oy.. used in Section 4*2*2, 
and (b) showing schematically the notch profile of length 
Z at an angle ax/2 to the normal to the free surface
Xg^O.
Figure 4,4 The SsX^+iXg plane obtained from the z-plane 
by the transformation (4*23). Dashed points correspond 
to undashed points in Figure 4.3(b).
CHAPTER 5
Plane Boundaries and Straight Dislocations 
in Elastically Anisotropic Materials
5°1 Introduction
(27)In the preceding chapters the results of Headv ' for 
the interaction between an infinite straight screw disloc­
ation and a plane boundary separating two isotropic elastic
4-
half-spaces have been used in deriving the equilibrium 
integral equations for groups of dislocations piled-up in 
the neighbourhood of such boundaries. However this analysis 
together with the corresponding treatment for the edge dis- 
locat i o n ^ ^ , can only be applied to boundaries between 
different materials, or different phases of the same mater­
ial, and not to grain boundaries. Since the difference in 
elastic properties of neighbouring grains in a polycrystal 
arises solely from their relative crystallographic orien­
tation it is necessary to consider two half-spaces, joined 
by a plane interface, which are elastically anisotropic 
rather than isotropic in order to investigate the elastic 
influence of grain boundaries on dislocations.
Very few three-dimensional problems in anisotropic 
elasticity theory may be solved analytically. Most avail­
able solutions are for problems of special symmetry, con­
cerned for example with materials in the form of cylinders 
under torsion or bending, or with infinite sheets under 
conditions of plane strain, as discussed for instance by 
Leknitsky^^ and Green and Zerna^^. However the 
state of stress in which the displacement and stress com­
ponents are invariant in one direction, which, as clearly
illustrated in the preceding chapters or the present worn, 
is of paramount importance in the elastic theory of disloc­
ations and cracks, may he treated as a generalised form of 
plane strain using complex variable techniques in the manner 
described by Eshelby, Read and Shockley^^ in their study 
of dislocations in anisotropic materials. These solutions, 
which are for materials of the most general elastic aniso-
(64)tropy, have been presented in an alternative form by Strohv 
who also considered the stress fields of cracks infinite in 
one dimension and the interaction of parallel dislocations.
In this chapter solutions to problems of this kind are found 
when plane boundaries of various types are introduced into 
the m a t e r i a l  4-8)^  jn Section 5*3 solutions to the stan­
dard boundary-value problems are presented for the first 
time for an elastic half-space in which the stress and dis­
placement components are independent of position in one 
direction parallel to the boundary. The treatment is then 
extended in Section to composite materials consisting 
of two different anisotropic elastic half-spaces which are 
either welded together or may slip freely relative to one 
another. The theory is entirely general in that it is 
valid for completely arbitrary stress distributions on either 
side of the interface, provided that these stresses vanish 
at infinity. In Section 5«5 the analysis is used to examine 
the interaction between these boundaries and various con­
figurations of parallel dislocations hear to. them*^ Finally 
the presentation is generalised slightly in Section 5.6 to 
facilitate its application to specific problems, in particu­
lar to boundaries in crystalline materials.
A preliminary treatment of the interaction between a 
single dislocation and a plane boundary in an anisotropic
results have been recently reproduced by Gemperlova and' • .:~
5o2 Generalised Plane Strain in an Infinite Homogeneous 
Anisotropic Material
Although the present analysis is based on the general
has been adopted, with some modifications, simply because 
this enables a systematic procedure to be developed, as 
discussed in Appendix 5-1» for evaluating the constants 
introduced herec Stroh’s presentation has been seldom 
employed however and so it is briefly reviewed in this 
Section., Three different types of suffix are used, those 
of small Latin or Greek type which may take values 1,2 or 
3, and those of capital Latin type which may also have 
values 4-,5 or 6e The summation convention is employed 
for repeated Latin indices, whereas summation over repeated 
Greek indices will always be shown explicitly,, Using this 
suffix notation the generalised form of Hooke’s law for an 
elastically anisotropic medium may be written in the alter­
native forms
constants respectively,. The elastic strains e. . are related
J- J
to the displacement components u^ by the expressions
Saxlv rj using a Fourier transform technique, and less gen. 
eral treatments have also been reported by Headv J and 
Chou^69 .^
theory of Eshelby et a l S ^ \  the notation of Stroh^®^'
°ij'k£e'k£ (5.1)
ei0 “ siok^°‘k^ (5.2)
where cr. • and e. . are 
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the components of stress and strain,
and and are the elastic stiffness and compliance
and so the equations of elastic equilibrium may be written 
in the equivalent forms
aoi5/axd s 0, u^ dxjax£ = Oo (5*4,5-5)
If the stress and displacement components are indepen­
dent of the x^ coordinate, solutions to these sets of equa­
tions may be sought which are functions of the complex 
variable z * x^+px2 » where p is a complex constant. In 
particular, if f is an analytic function of z, the expres­
sions
ui = A±f(z)
are solutions to equation (5-5) provided p satisfies the 
sextic equation
'cilkl! + p(°i2kl + cilk2^ + p2°i2k2' = °" (5.6)
Eshelby et al„ have shown that solutions to (5*6) always 
occur in complex conjugate pairs labelled pa and pa chosen 
so that Im(p )>0o Consequently u. may be written in the
JL
more general form
u. = EA. f (z ) (5-7)1 ^ i a  av or w  r/oc
where A- and f are the forms of A. and f which correspond ia a i
to the particular solution p , and za = x^+paX2 » Through­
out the present work, where complex expressions such as (5«7) 
occur, only the real part has physical significance„ Using 
equations (5,1), (5«.3) and (5*7) the stress components c 
and cri2 are given by the formulae
where
Lia = (°i2kl + paci2k2^\a = ~(pa" cilkl + cilk2')Aka°
(5.9)
The component which is excluded from (5«8) may be ob­
tained in terms of the other stress components using the 
fact that aquation (5.2),
The constants A^a and L^a are the ith components of 
vectors associated with the solution pa to the sextic equa­
tion (5o6)o It is possible, and in the present analysis 
convenient, to treat each set of nine constants as though 
they formed the elements of a 3x3 matrix, to which the normal 
rules of matrix algebra apply,
5.3 The Classical Boundary-Value Problems for a Half-Spa.ee
There are two types of boundary-value problem associ­
ated with the elastic half-space X2>0, In the first prob­
lem the plane boundary x ^ O  is subjected to an applied 
stress cr^Cx^O) = * whereas in the second it is con­
strained so that the displacements u^(x^,0) at the boundary 
have given values r^(x^), In this section the solutions 
of these two problems are discussed for the case when, prior 
to the application of the boundary conditions, the stress 
field and displacements in the region X2 > 0  are invariant in 
the x--direction and are described by a set of functions 
having the form
fQ(z) = In z + 0(l/z) (3.10)
so that the stress components vanish at infinity in the 
XfX^-planeo
To each point (x^x^) in the region XgX), on any plane 
x^=constant, there corresponds one point on each of the 
three z -planes. Also, since by definition Im(p )>0,
IX (X
these points are all contained in the half-planes Im(z )>0.CX
Suppose that the functions describe the stresses
and displacements in the region in the absence of the
boundary x^O, that is when the medium is assumed to be 
infinite and homogeneous. It is necessary to determine 
the set of functions f^ (za), holomorphic for x^X), such 
that the combined potentials
f ( z )  = frk(z) + fn (z) a a Oa a la a
describe a state of stress which satisfies the appropriate 
boundary conditions on the plane X2=0. To this end it is 
convenient to define in the region £>0 a set of functions 
of the complex variable z =£+i£ as follows:
ki(z) = SL.afla(z) a>0). 
a
Since the normal rules of matrix algebra may be applied to 
the array L. , this expression may be inverted to give
JLvX
fla(z) - Ma i V z> (5al)
where the M . are the elements of the matrix reciprocal to 
L . , such that
JL W/
fiaMaj - 6id and ModLip = V
The definition of the functions k^(z) may be extended to 
the region £<0 by the relation
k-^ Cz; » -k^z;
where the notation k^(z) s kT(^) has been used, these func­
tions being the analytic continuations of the k^(z) across 
the regions of the boundary on which the applied stress is
zero* However, when z lies in £<0, "z is in the region £>0
for which the relations
k±(I) = -ki(z) (£>0) (5«13)
therefore holdo
Using the equations (5-11) and (5»13) the actual stress 
components o%2 i*1 ^ke half-space ^2>0 may be written as
O', o = PL. f ’(Z ) + L. Urs 1 ( z )i2 2 z. L ia Oa v a/ la Oa '‘ or a
+ - y « j V (ia)] C5*W )
by taking the real part of equation (5*8)< The dashes de­
note first derivativeso Taking the limit as X£ *»0,
°i2 Pi e^ua‘t'^-on (5-14-) becomes
tki'<xi)}+ - { V < XI>}'
(5.15)
where }+ and  ^J ~ denote the limiting forms of K^(za) as 
+0 and X2  -0 respectively„ Because of the assumed 
form of f]_a > and the definition of k^(z) in the whole of 
the z-plane, the formulae of Plemelj may be used with (5*15) 
to give unique expressions for k^’(z), and hence for the 
complete potential functions f„(z ) which take the formUv
The definite integral may be evaluated using residue theory.
a method analogous to that already discussed may be used 
in the solution of the second boundary-value problem, for 
the case when the surface X2=0 has given displacements r^(x^). 
In this instance
where Ba^ is the matrix reciprocal to A ^ .
An important application of the solution (5*16) is to 
the stress-free surface, for which and the inte­
gral vanishes.
5*4- The Interface between Two Elastically Different Half- 
• • j . Spaces
5.4.1 Introduction
Consider two half-spaces labelled I and II, having 
in general different anisotropic elastic properties, which 
are joined along the plane X2=0 so that I occupies the 
region X2>0. In the following analysis quantities pertain-
(I)
ing to media I and II will be indicated by superfixes
(XT')
and respectively, and referred to the same set of
coordinate axes unless otherwise stated. Provided that, 
in the absence of the boundary, both media contain stress
By defining a set of functions ^(z) = ^A^af^a(z)
ri} (1 1 }singularities described by functions and fQa which
are of the same form as in (5.10), then the approach dis­
cussed in the previous section may be used to solve the 
boundary-value problems for the two different kinds of 
interface, when the two half-spaces are either welded to­
gether or allowed to slip freely,, The displacements u^ 
and the tractions o^^ are transmitted across the welded 
interface whereas only components Ug and cr^ are continuous 
across the freely-slipping boundary. The problem of a 
boundary which permits a limited amount of slip to occur 
is more complicated, involving interfacial dislocations, 
and is not considered here.
Because of the symmetry of these problems it is con­
venient, to introduce the general superfixes and
»
where
g = I, h = II when either Im(z )>0 or £>0U»
g = II, h = I when either lm(za)<0 or £<0
to avoid needless repetition of expressions. Two sets 
of functions defined and holomorphic in either
half-space, are sought so that the functions
4 e)< 4 8)> ■ 4 ? < 4 e)> * 4 ? < 4 S)> (5-18)
describe the stress and displacement fields which satisfy 
the appropriate boundary conditions. As in Section
the functions k^^(z) and ^ ® \ z )  are defined by the rela­
tions
as in (5.12), i.e. 4 h)(Z) - - k ^ ) (z)> t0 give the relations
k(^(z) = -k£^(z)
which are,analogous to equations (5.13)« Consequently 
complete expressions for the stresses and displacements 
in each half-space, obtained by taking the real parts of 
(5.7) said (5-8), may be written
crjf) = i sn.2 2 _ L ia Oa v a ' 1a Oa aa
. t(s)m(s)v^s)'f—Cs)f-(g)ff(s)k(s),('z(g)-n 
+ ia “aj Ko U « ; ~ Jjia uaj '‘ a n
(5.20)
and
i “ 2 ^ *- ia Oa ^ a  } + Ala 10a ^ a  ’
+ ,(g)H(8)]t(S)(aCg)) _ I ^ H ^ k ^ t i ^ ) ) ] .
ia a0 0 v a ia a^ 3 a
(5.21)
(cr) (g)
Similar expressions for cr>|y and may be obtained in
terms of the functions £ ^ \ z )  by using (5.19b) instead of 
(5.19a).
5»4«2 The Welded Interface
In the case of the welded interface, taking the limit 
as X2 -^0, 0^2  ^ = o g X> in (5*20) gives the relation
L ia Oa 1' ia Oaa
(5.22)
from which the unique solutions
k£s  ^ (z) + k ^  (z) = -S (z) - (Z)J
(5-23)
„ ia Oa ~ ia -"Oaa
may De oDtainea using m e  nemeiD iormuiae. wnen tue aeu-
(I) (II)ond boundary condition, that u> ' = u> ; as 0, is
applied using (5-21), the resulting equation
-2R.S !><»&><«!> - W M
a
(5.2*0
where W± . = S A ^ ,  (5.25)
Uv
cannot be solved in exactly the same way as (5.22). How-
*j n
ever if equation (5-24) is multiplied by (27ii)“ (x-^ -z)"" dx^ 
and both sides are integrated between the limits x^=± do, 
the properties of the resulting Cauchy integrals permit the 
equation to be split into two parts, one corresponding to 
each half-space, whose solutions may be written as
w(g)k(s)(z> + w ^ j V ^ c z )
= - S - A g )f £ )(z)].(5.26)
a
Solving equations (5*23) and (5«26) simultaneously for 
k^^.,.and using (5-18) and (5ol9), the functions 
may be written as
f(g)(z(g)) = f(s)(z(e))
a v a 7 Oa a .
_ s 1(s)(z(g))
+
p ai i£ j(3 0{3 K a
-  ^ • e)45'8)w ^ )4 hM e>>
P
(5-27)
where A f > h) = - W<*>J.IQ 2 id ID
(j(g*h) ma^rix reciprocal to
ID
and 6. . is the Kronecker delta„
5.4-*3 The Freely-Slipping Interface
For the freely-slipping interface the following bound­
ary conditions must be satisfied:
» «  - »«>, og> . 4|«, (5.28)
4I> . 0 - 4 P >  - - o g » .  <5.29)
Conditions (5.28) will be fulfilled provided that the func­
tions k?^(z) and kP"^(z) satisfy the equations
+ W ^ k P ^ C z )
= - S - 4 a )f0 a ^ z>] (5-3°>a
and
4 b )(z ) + 4 h)(z) = -S - 4 a )fS )(z)] (5-3X)
a
which correspond to equations (5.23) and (5.26), and which 
were derived in a similar way* Furthermore the conditions 
(5«29) will be satisfied if
k<s)(z) = -£^ g>?<s)(z) 1
a (i=l,3) (5-32)k<h>(z) = J
which are solutions to (5.15) when p^(x^)=0o The six 
equations (5.30), (5.31) and (5«32) may be solved simult­
aneously for the functions k^  ^and using (5.18) and (5.19)
(g)the functions f^& may be written m  the formIa
5«4-.4- Discussion
By inspection of the solutions (5.16), (5.27) and (5*33) 
to the "boundary-value problems for the free surface, the 
welded and the slipping interfaces respectively it is clear 
that they may all be written in the general form
4 6><4 e)> - 4 ? ( 4 e>>
- g ai ^ 0  10p ' a ’
+ -  K?k>s)]L(k)f(k)(z(s))
P ai ij ~ ij oP OP v a
(5.34)
(g.h)where KVg>u' = 6 . .  (5-35)
J -**0
for the free surface,
Kif’h) = 6ia - Bi2^ ! ' h)] - Mf - g) (5.36)
for the slipping interface, and
Kif’h) = Gil’hM f ,h) (5.37)
for the welded interface» Thus, in the examples considered 
in Section 5.5 equation (5.34-) is used and the solutions 
given in terms of for general plane interface*
All of these solutions are expressed entirely in terms 
of the constants L. , M . and W. .. If however the functions•LvJv Uw J JL
^loP ^een (3-e;fine^ in Section 5.4-.2 by the equation
(5 « l9 b )  r a th e r  th a n  ( 5 * 19a ; a s o lu t io n  w ou ia  nave uecu
obtained, alternative and equivalent to that for the welded
boundary given by (5«3^) and (5-36), but with the constants
L . , M .. and W. . re p la c e d  by A; . B . and V- .= £ L .  B . ia *  a i  13 ^ J ia *  a i  10 p 10c cxo
respectively. Nevertheless it is not possible to express 
the free surface and freely-slipping boundary solutions 
(5-35) and (5»37) simply in terms of this alternative nota­
tion. In fact, by interchanging matrices in this way, the 
solution corresponding to (5*35) would be for a half-space 
with a rigidly constrained boundary [cf. equation (5*17)] 
satisfying the conditions
u^ = 0, when = 0,
whilst that analogous to equation (5»37) would be for a 
composite material in which the conditions
(I) _ (II) (I) _ (II)
2 “ 2 22 “ 22 ’
and = 0 ** * u3*^ ~ when ^  = 0,
are satisfied. Physically this solution corresponds to 
a welded interface which may deform only in a direction 
normal to itself. Since however these two problems are 
of little practical application the examples discussed 
in the remainder of this chapter are based entirely on the 
generalised solution (5*3^)-
As discussed in Appendix 5*1> it is easier to calcu­
late the constants A. in terms of the elastic stiffnessesia
ciOk^* us^n^ analysis °£ Eshelby et a l . ^ ^ ,  and the 
L. in terms of the elastic compliances s . 0 as describedIOC ljK/C
by Stroh^^o In view of the applicability of equation 
(5o34), in practice use of Stroh's presentation is preferable 
in problems of this type.
5*5 The Interaction between Straight Dislocations and
Plane Boundaries 
5*5*1 Introduction
The preceding analysis may be used to investigate the 
interactions between planar boundaries and certain types 
of stress singularities having stress and displacement 
fields which are invariant in one direction parallel to 
the boundary,, One such singularity of particular interest 
is the infinite straight dislocation, whose elastic proper­
ties in a homogeneous anisotropic medium have been discussed 
by Eshelby et al.^5) an(^  stroh For a dislocation,
with Burgers vector components b^, lying parallel to Ox^ 
and passing through the point (X^,X2), Stroh has shown that 
the function ^oa^za^ may be wr '^b‘fcen
W za> “ (27£)"lHadddlos(za-Za) (5‘38)
where Za = ^ + P a^2» constants d.. are defined in
the medium labelled g by the relation
b. = 
l . 10 3
Furthermore Stroh has analysed the interactions between 
two such dislocations which are parallel, using the method 
of forming one dislocation in the presence of the other- 
If the dislocations, parallel to Ox^ and passing through 
the points ( X ^ ^ X ^ )  and (x£2\ x ^ ) ,  have Burgers vector 
components bjs-^  and -bf?^ respectively, it may be shown that 
the force on dislocation 1 due to the presence of 2 has
components parallel to Ox^ and Ox^ given by the expressions
pj15 = (te)-1bil)^ I I ll[/ia( | ) ] \ J (5.39)
oc
and = (2T!r)-1 bJ1 ) d ^ ) E L iapa l7ia(f)]-1 Ma .. (5-40)
Here r = {[X^1-* _ x£2^]2 + [ X ^  _ X^2b 2}1/2»
f = arctan[X^ _ X ^ ]  [Xp^ _ X^2^J-1
and A a . ^  ~ cos^ + Pas:i-n,i,• (5.41)
In the following examples the influence of planar 
boundaries on dislocation-dislocation interactions of this 
type are considered, and the approximate interpretation 
of these effects in terms of image dislocations, analogous 
to image charges in electrostatics, is discussed,, There 
are two general types of interaction to be considered, 
where the dislocations are positioned either in the same 
half-space or on opposite sides of the boundary,, In the 
present chapter these situations are considered separately, 
for, because their effects are additive, problems involving 
more general distributions of dislocations throughout a 
bicrystal may be analysed in terms of these basic inter­
actions, as for instance in Chapter 6„ ^
Two Dislocations in One Half-Space
Consider the two dislocations 1 and 2 described above, 
situated in medium g in a composite material in which the 
plane boundary Xg=0 separates media g and h. The stress 
fields produced by these dislocations may be obtained by
substituting appropriate expressions of the form of (5*38)
into equation (5*34), whence by means of (5*8) algebraic 
Cl) (2)
formulae for o ^ d  °±2  * ^ue dislocations 1 ond 2 
repectively, may be written down,, In particular on the 
plane ^  dislocations give rise to stress com­
ponents
°i2  ^ = (2 7C)~1 d^1,S^
C P r r)-1 y  T ( s ) M ( g ) t c ( g , i i ) T : ( s ) M ( s ) d ( i » g )
~ C ; a,|3 ioc ^k kp V* £
X { [ x ^ x ^ ]  + [pi^.pCe)]^1)]-!.
0 $%} = (2K)-1EL^g^M^^a^.2’s  ^ (5.4-2)
i2 v J Z. 10c og 0
x itx1-x(2 ')] + p(g) [ X ^ - X ^ ] } - 1
- (2^ ~1a2pLi!)riil)Kdl’h)Ekf)4 ® )4 2’s)
x {[Xl-X^2)] +
If dislocation 1 is created in the presence of both 
the boundary and the other dislocation it is possible to 
calculate the contribution of their interaction to the 
total energy of le The resultant interaction force ex­
perienced by this dislocation may then be found from the 
gradient of this interaction energy at the centre of the 
dislocation core. The total energy of 1 per unit length 
may be calculated by the integral
,D.V(1) ,.h( D
V(1) = I 1 cri2 (l)a 4 l) (5.43)
Jv +X)1J LJ0 ^  Xo=XX±; 1o 1 "2 2
Cl) C2)
where in this case o ^  - °±2 + °i2 as g-*-ven (5*4-2), and
R and r are the conventional outer and inner radii of the o
dislocation* The force experienced by the dislocation 
due to this interaction has components perpendicular and 
parallel to the interface given by
= - av(1VsX^1\  = - aV^/sXp-^ (5.44)
respectively* Using the notation
rl = {^Xl1')-Xl2^ 2 + C ^ - x ^ ] 2}172,
r2 = { [ X ^ - X ^ ] 2 + [ X ^ ) ^ ) ) 2]1/2,
r3  = 2X^1), (5.45)
f = arctanCX^^-X^2 ]^ [X^^-X^2^ -1,
4> = arctan[X
the components F ^ ^  and may be written in the following
form:
where eap = feaS) + P(ig)j 4 2)[/-iS)(<t)“r2]_1"
It is instructive to compare these expressions with 
those in (5 °3 9 ) and (5*40) for the components of the inter­
action force between two parallel dislocations in the absence 
of any boundary0 The first terms in (5*46) and (5*47) are 
identical in form to and f£“^  respectively, and ob­
viously represent the dislocation-dislocation interaction 
in the present example. The functions which are zero
for isotropic materials, are small compared to unity in all 
but the very anisotropic materials <> If to a first approx­
imation they are neglected, the second terms in F^*^ n11^
reduce to the form of F^^ and F^1  ^ for the interaction
between dislocation 1  and a dislocation positioned at
(2) (2)(X^ an in£ini'fce homogeneous medium of material
g, with Burgers vector components b ^   ^ = K*?‘k^b.^?, where
1 0
The third term in (3.46) has exactly the form of Fg for
the case when lf=7c/2, representing the radial component of
the interaction force between 1  and a dislocation at
(xjp^j-Xg^), again in an infinite homogeneous medium of
(1 ')material g, but having Burgers vector components b> '
= . However, such a dislocation configuration
ij 0
would interact with a tangential component
-  (271r,)-1b51)4 f * h)d a ' S ) SIl(s)p(e)-lMCg)
p i 10 0 a 10t a a0
which is absent from equation (5*47)* In view of these 
analogies it is possible to represent approximately the
interactions of two parallel dislocations with a plane 
boundary by a system of image dislocations in an infinite 
homogeneous medium, as shown schematically in Figure 5*1*
When the boundary is a free surface, the image disloc- 
ations have Burgers vectors -bv ' and -bv , equal m  mag­
nitude and antiparallel to the Burgers vectors of the 
corresponding dislocations 1 and 2„ In the other cases 
the image dislocations have Burgers vectors with components 
of the form
for the slipping boundary, and
EerH(g,g)G(g,k)7 (g,h)G(g,g)1b _ Kei.nik ^  jd^
for the welded boundary, which are smaller in magnitude
than for the free surface, and except in the limiting iso­
tropic case have in general orientations different from 
those of the actual dislocations„
5*5-3 Two Dislocations Separated by a Plane Boundary
If the dislocations are situated on either side of
the plane boundary, for instance if 1  and 2  are in media
g and h respectively, the notation used in the previous
example may be employed here,, In this case however the
( 1  ^stress acting on the plane X2  = ' is, from (5-3^) and
(5-38),
x {Ixx-xf)] + Lp^e)-Pps)jx^1)]-1
+ (2Tl)_1a^ L i ® )Ma ! )[6dk - E d k ’h)j4 p )riS )4 2,h) 
x f a - x f h  + fei6)x21)-PBh)x22):i}"1-
Using this expression for cr^ in the integral (5*4-3) and 
taking the gradients of the resulting expression as in 
(5-4-4-), the components of the interaction force on disloc­
ation 1  due to the presence of the boundary and the other 
dislocation may be written
- "Sf’c w  - C s - ' M M S ’
- (2rLr7.)“':Lb^:L^ K^?,h^d<t1,s  ^ (5-4-8)
and
^  = (2ra?1)-1ba)a<2 *h>aSp4 s V i 8)(«-(i+e^ )]"1
x c6w  - (5-49)
Here the notation introduced in (5-4-5) has been employed and
«af3 = [pis) - P^h)j 4 2)^ i y ^ w r 1.
The second term in (5-4-8) is identical to the third term in 
the expression for in the previous example, and so
an identical image representation may be used. However, 
if the term which is zero in isotropic materials, is
neglected in the first terms of (5-4-8) and (5-4-9)» the
resulting expressions have the form of (5-39) and (5-4*0)
for the interaction of dislocation 1  with a second disloc- 
(O') (o)
ation at > % 2  ) whose Burgers vector has components
bp') = b p ^  _ £ p * s)bp). (5-50)
1  -L a. fj
Consequently the interaction in this case may be represented 
approximately by the system of dislocations shown in Figure
5.2 in an infinite homogeneous medium. It is interesting 
to note that dislocation 1  sees 2  in the same position, 
but with an apparent Burgers vector modified as in (5-50).
5 0 6  Related Groups of Interfaces 
5.6.1 Extension of the General Theory
The analysis of Section 5-4, which is applicable to 
arbitrary stress distributions provided these are invariant 
in the Ox^-direction, has been restricted to the specific 
interface x^O. Thus in applications of this theory the 
orientation of the boundary determines the system of axes 
to be used, to which all stress and strain components must 
be referred. Often however this will not be the most 
convenient choice of axes for describing a given stress 
field. The purpose of this section is to generalise the 
foregoing theory so that in each half-space a system of 
axes Ox^ may be chosen referred to whichnthe interface 
is a plane of the form XgCosG-x^sin© = 0 , where © is 
defined as in Figure 5-3- This modified presentation al­
lows complete freedom of choice of axes without signific­
antly complicating the analysis.
By rationalising the complex variable
= = sa [cos© + p^in©]-1
it is clear that to all points lor which x^cos G > x^sinG 
on any plane x* ~ constant there corresponds a point on 
each half-plane Im(*: )>Q. Consider the function /^(^a) 
defined by
/ <- .X ) « ‘ f (Z )a' a/ av or
in terms of which the stresses a;. . ana displacements u. 
may be written
<r.11
and
Let . and be the stress and displacement components
referred to a new set of axes Oy., obtained from Ox. by
a rotation of © about Ox*. Then
3
^12
v< z , W  A x  )
a ia/a a
where
ana
J2T.ia
a. .
il
ai3Loa’ ‘' i a
I cos Q sin Q 
sin © cos ©
e. • . a . il ia
°\
0
0 0 1
I
is the rotation matrix relating the two sets of axes.
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Written in this form the problem is now identical to
that discussed in Section 5-4-, but in ^--space rather .than in
(T) (II)
2 -space. Suppose that © has the values ©v ' and Qv ' in
media I and II, which therefore occupy half-spaces
[x0cos9^^ - x- s^in 9^^] > 0 and [x^cos 0^*^ - x^sinQ^^] < 0
(I)respectively, and that functions of G bearing superfices N
(IT)
and v are evaluated at the appropriate values of ©.
Adopting the notation
jt - I, /  ~ 11 when XgCos 0^*^ > x^sin©^^
^  - II, 4  » I when XpCos < x-^ sin
/ a) i a )
it is possible to write down the solutions / f  )
U)  U) / a  a
= ) in the form.
i a )  i a )  ia )  (<?)
£o (zo ) = f0a (za >
3P
)f
x f0p lza / p  / f  j
(5*51)
</  ( p  G O  (p-ll
where CXI (10 10
Defining the constants
-g ,/) a  g ) © )  G)(TfijPs^) j. j ( a ia ) ia )  i4 )  i4 )  i4 )  (
- K  " IK h i  aP  “ aik V  v  J
- 9C _
and ^ r (/'10 01 j
• U )  U) U) (/)_(/) (/)] '
aik ao-£ " aik wk^ ad-e J ’
CvA-frd)
the generalised m a t r i x f  may he written as
~»-u
US)
10
“ 6 • jt
■ ■ *3
for the free surface.
xa 6ij ~ 6x2 22
for the freely-slipping interface, and
ia ik k j
for the welded interface*
In the case of the slipping and welded interfaces 
equation (5.51) relates the solution to the generalised hound- 
ary-value problem in any one composite material to that in 
another which has identical anisotropic elastic properties 
except that in each half-space the material has been rotated 
about the axis Ox^, as shown schematically in Figure 5*4. 
This expression is of great importance in applications of 
the theory as it both extends the usefulness of a given ana­
lytical solution and also often reduces the amount of compu­
tation necessary in numerical treatments.
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To illustrate the use of this analysis consider the
interaction of a single dislocation in medium^? with the
plane boundary. If the dislocation is positioned at
bi
(XpX^) with Burgers vector components/it gives rise to a 
stress field along the plane Xp^Xg-.with components
<r. •i//*i2 = (2r.)~ d f  ( x x -  Xx ) x
1 ^ ■ t ^  df*
x
( £?) "“1 .^Car) "”1
_<xl + SAo.  ^ ~ Zp -
using (5.8), (5*38) and (5.51)* The part of the energy
of the dislocation due to the proximity of the boundary, 
obtained by substituting the second term of (5 .5 2 ) into inte­
gral (5*4-3)» niay be written
av . -
f ~S&) (&)
W  + <*>«■ x In I— 3 3 Os*
T z r
lU  a£
v f  n 2]
— \&/ \&j
5o/p + (pd " H  )T2j
where (*)
X4 « a.< X .x xo a
The force acting normal to the interface may be obtained 
by taking the gradient
- - a(A?)/ax2 '-X6'-!V ak/
(5.53)
■ (#*') C^)
When Gy » 0 equation (5-53) reduces to
px - - ( ^T2) \ KjJ df
for each of the three kinds of interface, which is identical 
in form to the interaction of a single dislocation with the 
interface Xg*©, obtained by placing b ^ = G  in either (5*4-6) 
or (5*4-8). fhe phs’-sical significance of this result, which 
remains true for arbitrary distributions of dislocations, 
is that the magnitude of the image force on a dislocation 
hear to a plane boundary is a function only of the separation 
of the dislocation and boundary, and of the elastic constants 
of the component half-spaces. It is independent of the 
orientation of the boundary plane about the dislocation line, 
this. orientacion affecting only the direction in which the 
force acts.
5*7 Discussion
A variety of boundary-value problems associated with 
elastically anisotropic half-spaces have been solved for 
the most general distributions of stress provided that 
these are invariant in one direction parallel to the boundary, 
and vanish at infinity in all other directions. i'o illus­
trate their application these solutions have been used to 
investigate the interactions of pairs of dislocations with 
free surfaces, arid welded and freely-slipping interfaces 
between elastically different half-spaces. It has been 
shown that these interactions may be represented approxi-
mately by systems of image dislocations m  mrinite Homo­
geneous media.
The interactions are of particular importance in aniso­
tropic crystalline materials for which the welded and freely- 
slipping interfaces serve as idealised models of grain bound­
aries at low and high temperatures respectively. A disloc­
ation parallel to a nearby grain boundary experiences a force 
acting normally to, and inversely proportional to its separ­
ation from, the boundary. The magnitude of this force is 
also a function of the misorientation between component 
grains, but is independent of the boundary orientation. 
Examples of these interactions in metals with the hexagonal 
close packed crystal structure are discussed in Section 7*1* 
As pointed out in Section 1.4 the present analysis using 
anisotropic elasticity theory is essential to a detailed 
study of‘the Hall-Petch relation, especially in the light
(ZlQ}
of the preliminary analysis of Chou and Barnettv ^  of a 
screw dislocation array piled-up at a grain boundary. The 
generalisation of their model to include more realistic 
problems is considered in the next chapter based on the 
results derived above.
(1)
(1). p(1')
(21)
Figure 5.1 The approximate representation of the inter­
action between a pair of dislocations 1 and 2, having 
Burgers vectors by ' and b, ' respectively, when they are 
situated on the same side of a plane boundary in an
elastically anisotropic medium. In the presence of the 
boundary the force on 1, which has components F^*^ and 
F|j^ is approximately the same as that arising from its 
interaction with dislocation 2 and the "image1’ disloca-
n') and b<2 '>tions 1* and 2 ’, with Burgers vectors b
when the boundary is absent. Expressions for the compo.
nents of b 
r2> r3 ,
(!') and b(21) as well as definitions of r-
and <t>, are given in Section 5* 5-2
(1) ( 1 ' )
Figure 5*2 £he approximate representation of the inter­
action between a pair of dislocations 1 and 2 when they 
are on opposite sides of the boundary X2SS^ * rather than 
on the same side as in Figure 5*1- In this case the 
force on 1 is approximately the same as that due to an 
image dislocation l f, of Burgers vector b/ and a
modified dislocation 2*, in the position of 2 but with
(21 ^Burgers vector b v \  \*hen the medium is homogeneous. 
Expressions for the components of bj ' are given m  
Section 5«5*3> whilst all other quantities are the same 
as in Figure 5*1*
x0 cos 6 - x, sin 8
Figure 5*3 The relationship between the sets of axes 
Ox^ and Gy^ used in Section 5*6, which differ by a rota­
tion of G about the axis Ox^=Oy^*
(I)(II)
(II)
(I)(II)
(I)
a
Pigure Diagrams (a) and (c) represent schematically
two composite media, whose solutions for the boundary-value 
problems are related by the analysis of Section 5*6. and 
whose orientations are related by the rotations 8^  ^ and 
J shown in diagram (b).
Appendix 5-1 Evaluation of Constants
It was pointed out in Section (5-4*) that the solutions
discussed in this chapter for the free surface, and welded
and freely-slipping interfaces are expressed entirely in
terms of the constants L. , M . and W. .0 Therefore theIOC ai
most convenient method is sought of evaluating these quanti. 
ties, which are all functions of the elastic constants of 
the materialo
In the treatment of Eshelby et a l . ^ ^  all quantities 
are expressed in terms of the elastic stiffnesses 
In particular the L. are given by equations (5-9) usingJLUv
values of pa from (5*6) and values of A^a obtained by 
solving the homogeneous equations
t°ilkl + pa^°ilk2 + ci2kl-) + pa2°i2k2^ Aka = °'
The matrix elements W . . can only be obtained in terms of
10
the Cj by inverting the matrix
Vij = ci2jl + ci2k2 B AkapaBa;j
Uv
= “ cilj2 ~ °ilklB Akapa Baj
obtained by multiplying equation (5-9) by B .„ It is clear(Xj
that this treatment is more suitable for calculating the 
set of constants A. . and V. . rather than the set L. ,1 (X (XI X J 1 vX
M . and W.. which are required for the present workc
(XX X *J
Stroh^^ has derived a method of evaluating the cons­
tants pa and L^a in terms of the elastic compliances 
Using the shortened suffix n o t a t i o n h e  defines a set 
of reduced compliances
SMN = SMN ~ SM3SK3/'S33
in terms of which the sextic equation (5»6) may be written 
in the alternative form
S£S* - S*2 = 0, (A5.1.1)
where
s£ = p>
S2
s; = pJ s: Jotv°25 46' ~ °24‘
Also the constants L. may be obtained by solving equationslUv
SlL2 a - S3L3a = °’
S L2a - 32L5a = °' (A5.1.2)
Lla + paL2a = ° ’
and it remains to find suitable expressions for the elements 
W . . .
The strains e^ may be written either in terms of the 
L. , using equations (5«2) and (5«8) giving
«LUv
eM = .SMN°N
= a ^ pa2sK1_paSM6+Sfl2')L2a ~ p^aSM5"Sm-)I,3a-' fa' ^ za? ’
or in terms of the A. using equations (5»7) in the defini-
JLUw
tion (5»3)« Eliminating the e^ between these two sets of 
equations, and solving for A^ , the expressions
Alcx = <'pa^Sll~paS16+S12^ )r,2a “ p^aS1 5 -SW-)L3 a ’
A2 a = ('PaS12~S26+pa~ls22')L2a ~ ^S2 5 ~pa_ls2 A')I'3 a
A3a = <'pa2 si5_paS56+S25-)L2a “ p^aS55"S45^I‘3a-
= p^aS14~S46+pa lf32i)-',Ij2a “ S^A5~pa
are obtained, which are the inversions of equations (5 «9 )» 
Finally, by multiplying these equations by M and summingOC j
over a, the desired components W.. are given in the con-
i j
venient form
Wlj = Sl(2 j) " Sl(li)Pid 
W2 d = “ S2 (ld) + S2 (2 k)Qkd
(i=l,3 and k=2,3)«
W3d = S5(2d) " S5(li)Pid (A5.1.3)
= - S4(ld) + S^(2 k)Qkd
Here the notation
SM(id) s SMN
has been used, where N is the reduced form of the indices 
(ij), together with the reciprocal matrices
P . . = SI. p M „ , and Q. . = SI.„p
1 3  0  ^ xoc oc 003 ij ioc oc 003
Consequently, in applying the analysis presented above it 
is advisable to evaluate the constants involved in terms 
of the elastic compliances using equations (A5.1.1),
(A5.1.2) and (A5-1.3).
CHAPTER 6
Screw Dislocation Pile-Ups in 
Elastically Anisotropic Two-Phase Materials
6 0 1 Introduction
Based on an intuitive approximation^^ for the inter­
action between a screw dislocation and a plane boundary in 
an elastically anisotropic two-phase medium Armstrong and 
H e a d ^ ^  carried out the first study of screw dislocation 
pile-ups in such materials* Both phases were assumed to 
have cubic symmetry* The significance of their results is 
doubtful for several reasons* Their assumed boundary/dis- 
location interaction was identical in form to the isotropic 
results given in equations (2*11) and (2*12) except that Y 
is defined by the expression
X = [E(II)-E(1>]
(I) (II)where Ev ' and Ev ' are the anisotropic energies of the 
dislocation at infinity in media (I) and (II) respectively* 
Although this definition:of Y is correct in some very sym­
metric cases, the forms of the stresses due to the disloca­
tion are considerably in error* Moreover it may be clearly 
seen from the results of the last chapter that the constants 
Y are in less symmetric cases considerably different* The 
dislocation distribution was calculated numerically using 
a discrete model of a pile-up perpendicular to the plane 
boundary, and thus the results shed little light on the 
functional dependence'of the distribution and resultant 
stress fields on the elastic properties of the component 
phases*
Chou and Barnett^9) presented the first rigorous 
analysis of a pile-up of this type0 They essentially com­
bined the results of Chou for (i) the interaction of a screw 
dislocation with a plane boundary between two half-spaces 
of orthorhombic symmetry(69) (n) the equilibrium dis­
tribution of stacked screw dislocation arrays in a homogen-
(’71')
eous anisotropic material of orthotropic symmetry^' 7 with
/’17')
Barnett’sv r ' treatment of the single pile-up problem m  an 
isotropic two-phase material, which was discussed in detail 
imaChapter Using an infinite sequence of identical,
equally-spaced and continuously distributed dislocation 
arrays on planes normal to the boundary in medium (I) they 
obtained analytic expressions for both the dislocation dis­
tribution function and the components of stress in the 
undislocated second phase (II)« In particular, at points 
on the plane of the pile-up and a small distance x from its 
tip the stresses (i=l,2) are of the form
/TT\ tanh^/hp^iP c
0-gI} OC [--- — — 4-fry] , (6.1)
^ tanh7cx/hp^2
where h is the spacing between adjacent arrays, £ is their
length and P^JP = [ s j j j p / T h e  constant c is related
1 1to the elastic constants by the expression c = tl“ c o s“ Y 
where Y = [ G ^ - G ^ ]  " W  G<«> = f s ^ ^ f ^ - 1 / 2 ,
From this analysis the corresponding results for a single 
pile-up may be obtained as the limiting case when h so 
in (6*1), yielding the dependency
The results are useful for comparing the effects of isolated 
dislocation pile-ups at boundaries with those due to an
infinitely broad slip band, but their applicability is limi­
ted for two reasons,, Firstly they are restricted to disloca­
tion pile-ups on planes normal to the 
/grain boundary, whereas in practice arbitrary orientations
are observed0 Although very broad slip bands held-up at 
grain boundaries are often observed in experimental work 
on bicrystals^^*^\ these are usually inclined to the 
boundary at angles considerably different from 9 0 ° and the 
usefulness of the results of Chou and Barnett in making even 
qualitative predictions in these cases is doubtful* Secondly 
the symmetry requirements on each half-crystal greatly res­
trict the number of bicrystals to which the analysis can be 
applied, even for materials of high symmetry* This is illu­
strated in Figure 6*1 for hexagonal materials where the six 
types of bicrystal possessing the appropriate orthorhombic 
symmetry are shown* In fact only in the cases (a) is the 
full analysis of Chou and Barnett required, the integral 
equation for cases (b) and (c) being identical to that for 
a pile-up in an infinite homogeneous solid* Moreover, 
when applying the results to specific hexagonal materials 
most if not all of the dislocations defined in Figure 6*1 
are not observed in practice*
(21)For bicrystals of this symmetry an analysisv ' has 
been presented recently, based on the isotropic solutions 
given in Chapter 3 of the present work, of an isolated 
screw dislocation pile-up on a plane inclined at an angle 
other than tt/2 to the interface* Although this treatment 
overcomes the first limitation discussed above it is still 
subject to the same symmetry requirements. For this reason, 
in Section 6*2,the solution is generalised to include pile- 
ups in bicrystals in which the dislocation lines are parallel 
to two-fold symmetry axes in each half-crystal. Unlike
the problem of Chou and B a r n e t t t h e  analysis in these 
cases may not be readily extended to infinite sequences of 
identical pile-ups.
Finally, in Section 6.3* using the results of Chapter 
5 it is demonstrated that the distribution^function for pile, 
ups normal to the boundary between two half-spaces of ortho- 
rhombic symmetry(4-9) remains unchanged in form even when 
the undislocated half-crystal possesses no symmetry elements 
whatsoever. Although in this section attention is restric­
ted to an isolated pile-up it is a straightforward task to 
generalise the analysis for an infinite sequence of such 
arrays.
6.2 Screw Dislocation Pile-Ups in Bicrystals of Two-Fold 
Symmetry
The symbols used in this section are illustrated in
Figure 6.2. To simplify the diagram use has been made of
(the superscript notation J introduced in Section 5«6.1,
where for instance axes 0x>^ represent two sets of axes 
Ox^^ and Ox^*^ related to Oy^ by rotations of and
(JT)
' respectively about Oy^. The interface y2=0 separates 
the two half-spaces (I) and (II) both of which possess a 
two-fold symmetry axis parallel to Oy-, and whose elastic
(j') (rj)
constants are referred to axes 0x> ' and OxV J respectively. 
In materials of this symmetry the elastic constants s^,
s24* s26* S3 V  s35» sa6 s36* re^uce<^- suffix nota-
tion^^, are zero, when the sextic equation (A5.1.1) reduces
to the form The calculation of constants
defined in Chapter 5 Uas been considered in detail by Stroh
for this special case. Throughout this section all
components of stress and positions of dislocations will be
referred to axes Ow^, related to Oy^ by a rotation of 
about Oy-, and two sets of cylindrical polar 
coordinates (r ,©^' , z=w^) , where the angles 6 ^ ^  are defined 
in Figure 6.2, will be used to describe the single point P 
at which the stress is calculated.
Consider a single screw dislocation, parallel to Ow^ 
and of Burgers vector b=(0,0,-b), situated at the point 
(C^W^) in the w^p-plane. In order to simplify the ex­
pressions for the stress components in each half-space due 
to this dislocation it is convenient to define the following 
quantities:
P< »
= COS-1 [-||jCOS/I ] , 
M-
(f)
6 ^  = sin-1 t-^jjsinju,] ,
R ^  = v B ^ / B ^ \  R<n > = r B ^ h ^ / B ^ h ^ ,
where = [ ( s i n ^ + P j ^ c o s o o s ^ j S ^ ] X^ ,
Di?^ = [(cos 5 + p ^ )e i n j&  )2+p^2) sin2to^_]1//2,
= [ ( c o s f )^+Pj2 ^ sin^^^J'*''^2 ,
(6.2)
( ( *f)
and n^d are rea^ imaginary parts respec­
tively of the solutions
J-fi - - S ^ + i r s ^ V * 5 S(^ 211/2p $ - p 3i p 32 ” s45 +1, s44 55 ~s45 J
to the sextic equation (A5»l.l) in each half-space. Then, 
using the analysis of Section 5.6.1, the stress components 
°i5^ P°in*^ P due to the dislocation at (OjWg) may be
written
o-Cl) _ G ^ b j B ^ ^ c o s C P ^ h p ^ b - W g
13 = 2E (E<I>2-2E<I>W2cos(p(I>.pJI>)+W22
^ R( 1 ^ cos ( P^1 b  -W2co s ( tt+EP^1 Asb^1 b  j
+ \<I>2-2R(l)W2cos(K+p(IApJI>+26£I>)+W22 J
GW b 4 J) fe( 1}sin(P^1!)-6^1})-W2sin(^ X )-6^1 >)
271 ' b ^ I  n ( V 2_2n(x\ 2coS^ - ^ xh ^ 22
R (1)sin(p^I)-6^1))-W2sin(7c+P^I)+6^I)+264l))'
+ R(I)2_2R(I)W 2cos ( tc+Pq1 )+$^jL ^ +2&£I ^ ) +V/22
G(I>b(1 ,.,BtII>0£I>
- s j - u +t ^_(r)'_-('ii')'
% lO
<r(I)
23
/II)
13
j H D ^ d D ^ . t j j U D ^ a D ^ C D j O ) , ^  j
and
m  d C11) / 1)
_(i i ) G bf1 ,Y y f ”<■>•
ff23 ■ ' “ 5 F"(1+Y )Vx5wCTTJ
njj
1 I j
(6.5)
In writing the stress components in this form it has been
p
assumed that the inequality s7[/[s^^ > s ^  holds for both 
materials (I) and (II), when the constants G ^ $ and Y may 
be defined as
The conven ience  o f  t h i s  n o ta t io n  becomes a p p a re n t i n  
th e  l im i t i n g  case when m a te r ia ls  ( I )  and ( I I )  a re  b o th  is o ­
t r o p ic  , when = 1 ,  = R*-11 ) = r ,  G ^  and
(TVs
'  become th e  is o t r o p ic  sh e a r m o d u li o f  th e  m edia and
v a lu e s  o f  p f ^  and b ^ ^  a re  o b ta in e d  by r e p la c in g  p and b a
by t h e i r  s u b s c r ip ts ,  i . e .  ~ The e xp re s ­
s io n s  ( 6 „ 2 ) may th e n  be compared d i r e c t l y  w ith  th o se  g iv e n  
i n  (2 .1 1 )  and ( 2 .1 2 ) ,  ta k in g  in t o  accoun t th e  d i f f e r e n t  
re fe re n c e  axes used in  th e  two cases.
C o n s id e r now n screw  d is lo c a t io n s  o f  B u rg e rs  v e c to r  
b d is t r ib u t e d  c o n t in u o u s ly  on th e  p la n e  w^=0 in  th e  re g io n  
0<W2<^o F o r s im p l i c i t y  i t  w i l l  be assumed th a t  a c o n s ta n t 
s t re s s  = G^^bts^/27c a p p lie d  a t  i n f i n i t y  i s  u n i­
fo rm  th ro u g h o u t th e  b ic r y s t a l ,  and th a t  th e  f r i c t i o n  s t re s s  
oppo s in g  th e  m o tio n  o f  th e  d is lo c a t io n s  may be re p re s e n te d  
by  a c o n s ta n t s t re s s  cr^^P =* « _ G ^ ^ b 'c ^ /2 ft a c t in g  on th e
d is lo c a te d  re g io n  o f  th e  p la n e  w^=0, where cr^<o^"o F o llo w ­
in g  th e  p ro ce d u re  o u t l in e d  i n  S e c tio n  1 .2  and u s in g  th e
(1\
e x p re s s io n  f o r  c i n  ( 6 .2 )  th e  e q u a tio n  o f  e q u i l ib r iu m  
f o r  a l l  th e  d is lo c a t io n s  i n  th e  a r ra y  may be w r i t t e n
fz 1 v i2 ( p £ 0 +p£I b  -1
/  ^cw2) |rw2_w2:i -1 + | [ w 2+w2e e ]
+ iCw2+W2e 0 J ]  dW2 + -c =
(6.4)
0
A Fwhere *c = o  -'c ,
The s o lu t io n  to  th e  s in g u la r  in t e g r a l  e q u a tio n  (6 .4 -) 
may be o b ta in e d  i n  an id e n t ic a l  manner to  t h a t  d is c u s s e d  i n  
S e c tio n  3°1 f o r  v a lu e s  o f  and s a t is f y in g  th e  con­
d i t i o n
pw ' + Pg X; = P7'/2'!-
or.
e ( I )  [ t a n P | - t a n J I ->J - p ^ p  [ p ^ h t a n t i I ^ ]ta n P |
[pjg^ +tant^'*'^tanP2] +P 5 i ^ anq§
where p and q are integers. If oc*^ (i=l,2...q) are the 
solutions of the equation
costcou + Ycos2(p^I^+p^^)ajL = 0
in the range 0<ou<q, the distribution function FCV^) is 
given by equation (3«15) the number of dislocations, n,
in the pile-up by (3»18)c Using (6.3) with the results
of Appendix 3-2 the non-zero stress components at a point 
P(r</£, 8^*^) in half-crystal (I) due to the piled-up disloc­
ations may be written
o £ P ~  2aN<C;L{cos[(l-ajXp^hpCO^.)]
+ Ycos[(l-a1)(p^Ihp^Ih7c)-<*1(2p^I)+26^:i:h7t)]} |\e/R(I)]:Uai 
_ C2[l_Ycos2(0^+&£Ib]/, (6.5)
and
+ Y s in C ( l_ a 1 ) ( p ^ I h 6 | I hTc) -O j. (  ^+6^X ^ +26 ^  h i t ) ]  }
x [//R('I-)J1_ai
- C2Csin(p^ Ih6^Ib+'Vsin(P^I^+d^ Ih26^:l:bji) (6.6)
where 0<(pQIh p i Ib <2ri, 0<(f3gIh&i'I')<27i;, and positive and
negative signs should be taken when
(a) 0<(p^I^-p^I )^<7T-:and )<2ti respectively in
(6.5)
and
(b) 0 < p ^ - b ^ ^ T c  %< respectively in (6 .6 ) 0
The constants N, C-^ and C2  are defined by equations (3»14), 
(3o2l) and (3»22) respectively. Similarly in medium (II) 
at the point P(r<^,
pClD^d)
d H ) P  $ «*>
3L3 ^  2oN(1+Y)rrnr(iTj
i3ijj D**
- 02co.(siI>rt«)-4II) j < II))> , (6.7)
and
^ n k d )
_(IX)P v\ f ■*>
25 ~  -2aH<-l+r)pCX)ri(.II)"
- C2 sin(^Ih 6 ^Ih 6 ^IIh 6 £l:I:b ^  , (6 .8 )
where 0 < ( p p h p < II>)<2 x and
Screw Dislocation Pile-Ups against a Second Phase 
of General Anisotropy
As explained in Section 6.1 the following analysis 
is a generalisation of the problem treated by Chou and 
B a r n e t t C o n s i d e r  an infinite solid consisting of 
two half-spaces (I) and (II), of orthorhombic and triclinic 
symmetries respectively referred to the same set of axes 
Ox^, and welded together along the boundary X2 =C. The
situation is illustrated in Figure 6* 3° In reduced nota­
tion the off-diagonal elements of the elastic compliance 
matrix s^^ are all zero except for s ^  and s 2 3  ^n
medium (I) and are all non-zero in medium (II), whilst 
the diagonal elements are non-zero and independent in both 
media*
To calculate the stress field components at a point 
P(r,©,z) due to a right-hand screw dislocation parallel 
to Ox^ in medium (I) it is again convenient to introduce 
a notation similar to that used on the previous section, 
namely
p(g)
P<? = cos~1 [~^|j cosGj ,
B©oc
where ®©oP ” [(sin©+p^|^cos9)^-?-p^|^cos^0],
and p^s) = P^f)+ip^f) (pif).pi|) real)
are the solutions to the sextic equation (A5.1*l) in medium 
(g)* By further defining the constants
L(a) = X.a^+iX.pCa)
1 ' ilv/ i2 la ocq 03 03
x rs(l)/0(l)'i -1/2 X |.S^ / S ^  J ,
Vjfo) ■ ■*il(a).ivl2<«) -
* b « V . < p j - 1/2
and Y = Y1 + iYp = _ K ^ ’11  ^ (i=l,2,3)
( I II)
where \i2, V±\> ^2* Y1 Y2 are a11 real> Ki j ’
and are defined in (5-37) and (5.9) respectively,
is the matrix reciprocal to and 6. . is the Kron-0C1 ^ IOC IQ
ecker delta, then from (5-34*) the non-zero components of 
stress due to the single dislocation at (0,X2) may be 
written
O'-(I) _13 ”
G a ) b !
2%
E p h o e p a h X p  .3-... eg 2
lE(I) XI) (I).v 2-z -2Ej XgCOsPg, +X2
Xi)„„„n( DY1( E ^ ^ c o s ^ ^ +X2)_Y2E a )sinpa)\
J
+
(I)Ej ' +2R) XgCosfSgj +Xg
(6.9)
aXI)
23
G(I)-
Ea^sinpCl)
XI) _ 2 E a h 2cosp^p+X22LE3
Y^a^singW+YgCRahospCO+ Xg)
R a )2+2Ea)x2cospa)+X22
(6.10)
and'
ff(n) = G a ) b r >il(^)R7I)siy e « I)+xi2(K)(Kai)cospai:)-x2) 
11 2,c cc „(II)^ „(II) „ 2H( n r  PR( i i ) y  . . .o d D .v  2
Ea ~2Ra ■X2cosP6a +A2
(6.11)
(II) GaV.Vii(«)K£ )+Vi2(a)(Raih o ^ a hxg)
i2 = - ~ 2 r ~ “ I
XII) • - X n ) ,  ...B(n) r 2
xia a 2  ^0a 2
(6.12)
Here and b is the magnitude of the
Burgers vector* The component excluded from (6,11)
and (6,12) must be obtained as described in Section 5-2,
As in the previous section it will be assumed that 
a constant stress = cr^  = G^\v^/2n applied at infinity
acts uniformly throughout medium (I), and that dislocations 
moving in the plane x-^ =0 experience a constant frictional 
stress = -o^ = -G^^hc^/2rf opposing their motion, both
stresses being referred to axes Ox^. Using the continuous 
distribution approximation the equilibrium condition for 
an array of right-hand screw dislocations within the inter­
val 0 ^X2 ^  on the plane x-^ =0 may be written in terms of 
their distribution function IKX2 ) using equation (6.9) us 
the singular integral equation
rJlJ ]?(X2) [(x2-X2)-1+Y1(x2+X2)_1JdX2 +-c = 0
A TJ>
where xj = *c h.-c „ This equation is identical in form to
(17)that solved by Barnett and treated as a special case 
in Chapter 3 of the present work. The distribution func­
tion may thus be written
F(x 2) = Fsln~cfr7g's i n h c o s h "~1 (l/xg)! (6.13)
1 1  . where c = iC cos' Y^, whilst the number of dislocations, n,
in the pile-up is given by the expression
n// = ■cc/(l-Y^)1//2. (6.14)
Expanding (6.13) as a power series, the results of Appendix 
3*2 may be used to obtain approximate expressions for the 
stress components due to the pile-up at points P(r^^, 6,z) 
near to its tip. In medium (I) the non-zero stress com­
ponents are
°1 5 )P ~  ~2 ir£^.fxE^ 7 2  <{°os -Y1C0S [c( P e ^ - ^ ) ]
+Y2sin[c(p^^-7u±Tj)]j- [2^/R^^] c~2(l+Y1)cosc7i/2^ ,
(6.15)
and
ff25^P 2sincT~sincTc/2(isln^  P e ^ - 7^  -Y^sin[c(p^hitiic]
-Y^COS Cc(50^-7t:±7l)3j C2/£/R^^] C-2Y2COSC7i/2 ^  ,
(6.16)
where 0^©^2x and positive and negative signs are to be 
taken in regions 0<©<tc and ti<©<2tt respectively. Similarly 
in medium (II)
2sinc7csincTc7?^ ({ ^ i ^ ^ a t c C P e ^ - i O ]
+ X.2( a ) c o s [ 2 - « / R ^ l:!:)J c-2Xi2(a)cosc7i/2)
(6.17)
and
2siiic?rJino7;/2 *  G  vi l (« )s in C c (P ^ I hr.:)J
Uv
+ Vi2^a^cos ^c^ ©a^~7(^ i °-2 vi2(a)cosc7t/2^ .
(6.18)
When the second half-crystal also has orthorhombic
symmetry relative to the axes Ox^, which is the case consid-
(4-9)ered by Chou and B a r n e t t t h e  distribution function 
P(x2 ) and themnumber of dislocations, n, are still given 
by equations (6.13) aud (6.14), in which the constant Y 
has the simple form
Y = cgOD^qO)] [G(1I)+G(i)r i 
where G(s) = [bJs)b ^ )J-1/2.
Similarly the stress components in medium (I) are given by 
(6e15) and (6016) in which, since Y is real, Y^Oo The 
greatest simplification occurs however in the expressions 
for the stress components in medium (II), where, using 
equations (6ol7) and (6d8), they become
(II)P ^  r(l+Y) p521^  [2lp^Vr]c
°13 ^  2sinc7i sincV/2“ (I J j 0 /'-r-1^2 0 « /o
p32 I [Sin2e+p g I) cos2e]0/2
- 2COBOW/2J (6.19)
and
(II)P -*c(l+Y) 1 sin[c(^93 ^~7r)J V d
^23 ^  2sinc7Lsinc7i/20„(T) 0 _ P /'ttY2 p . n/p
p 3 2  [sin cos
(6 0 2 0 )
( erY
The constants P^2 are £i-ven by the expressions
■d(s ) _ rs(g‘)/g(s)-] 1/2
P ^2 - L 44 7 33 J
When © = 1 1 ( 6 0 19) and (6o20) reduce to the results of Chou 
and Barnett
6„4 Summary
As discussed in Section 6«1 the existing model of a
screw dislocation pile-up in an anisotropic bicrystal due
(49)to Chou and Barnett is of very limited application 
since it requires that the component half-spaces have ortho- 
rhombic symmetrye In Section 6„2 this model is generalised, 
using the analysis of Chapters 3 and 5 to include .disloca­
tion pile-ups inclined at angles other than tc/2 to the 
plane interface between half-spaces having at least two-fold 
symmetry in the direction of the dislocation lineso Por 
a pile-up perpendicular to the boundary the model is gener­
alised still further in Section 6„3 to include an array 
in a material of orthorhombic symmetry blocked at the 
interface with a half-crystal of triclinic symmetryc Thus 
the present analysis is of far wider application to real 
materials than that presented by Chou and Barnett.
Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of the six cases of 
bicrystals formed from materials with hexagonal crystal 
structure which satisfy the symmetry requirements in the 
analysis of Chou and Barnett Basal planes are indi­
cated by the hexagons and all orientations of. the a-vectors 
in these planes are permissible. The piled-up screw 
dislocations may be on either side of the boundary ABCD 
with Burgers vectors b as shown. No account is taken of 
the further restrictions due to the observed deformation 
modes of the materials comprising the bicrystals. The 
significance of the classification "non-degeneraten, 
"semi-degenerate" and "degenerate" is discussed in Section 
6.1.
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Figure 6.1
(II) (I)
Interface
Figure 6,2 Illustration defining the notation used in 
Section 6.2. To simplify the diagram use has been made 
of the superscript notation introduced in Section
5.6.1, where for instance the axes Gx)^' represents two
(!) (tt) 1
sets of axes 0x> J and 0x> related to Cy. by rotations 
fl) Cll) 1 7 A\
of ojk J and to J respectively about Oy^-Ox^ .
(I)(II)
Welded interface
Figure 6.3 The bicrystal in which screw dislocation 
pile-ups are discussed in Section 6.3» showing the rela­
tionship between the cylindrical polar coordinates 
(r,©,z=x^) and the rectangular Cartesian axes Ox^. The 
half-crystals (I) and (II) possess orthorhombic and 
triclinic symmetry respectively, and attention is restric­
ted to pile-ups on the plane on3_y.
CHAPTER 7
1 Conclusion
7.1 Results of the Present Work
The purpose of this thesis has been to extend existing 
models of slip bands held-up at grain boundaries as a step to 
improving the current theories of polycrystalline plasticity,
A linear array of continuously distributed infinitesimal dis­
locations in an elastic medium has been used throughout to 
represent a slip band in a real crystal, and grain boundaries 
have been regarded as the plane welded interface between two 
elastically different half-spaces. Describing the distri­
bution of the dislocations by a function F the condition that 
each dislocation in the array is in equilibrium under the 
combined effect of the applied load and internal stresses 
(including the image and compatibility stresses discussed 
in Section 1.3) may be written as a singular integral equation 
as outlined in Section 1.2, If the leading dislocation is 
blocked causing the other dislocations to pile-up behind 
it a solution for F is sought which is unbounded at the blocked 
dislocation and bounded at the free end of the pile-up.
Existing solutions to such problems are discussed in Section 
1.4.
When the plane of a screw dislocation pile-up is 
inclined to the boundary between two different isotropic half­
spaces at an angle (l-a)7i/2, as shown in Figure 2.2, the equi­
librium integral equation has the form of (2 ,1 3 ) which may 
be solved for rational values of the constant a using the 
Wiener-Hopf technique with liellin transforms as in Chapter
3c This technique, which has been used only once before 
to solve pile-up problems, is discussed in detail in Chapter 
20 By writing a=pq~\ where p and q are integers, the dis­
tribution function F is expressed in equation (3*15) in terms 
of a set of q constants oa(i=l,2.«0q) which are functions of 
the quantities a and Y, where Y depends on the ratio of the 
shear moduli of the component half-crystals and is defined 
in equation (1.8)e Analytic expressions for are listed in 
Appendix 3«1« Since this solution appears as the sum of 
generalised hypergeometric series a. recurrence relation is 
developed in Appendix 3*2 to enable the stresses due to the 
pile-up to be determined in a straightforward way, and approxi­
mate expressions for these stresses at points very near to 
the pile-up tip are given as equations (3°19) and. (3*20)»
Assuming, in terms of the discussion in Section 1.3* 
that the pile-up is external to a large inclusion, so that 
cr, the stress tending to move the dislocations, is given by 
(3o9) and the applied load gives rise to the stresses (3*8) 
in each half-crystal, contours of constant shear stress , 
referred to the axes Ox^ of Figure 2„2, have been plotted in 
Figures 7*1 to 7-6 based on equations (3*19) and (3*20)«, In 
each case the etpplied stress cr^ has been taken as being 10 
times greater than the frictional stress °23 opposing the 
motion of the dislocations in the pile-up, and the corresponding 
curves for a pile-up in a homogeneous medium are shown as 
broken lines. Also the lines OA represent the plane of the 
pile-up whilst the plane of the boundary is indicated by the 
lines BOC. Figures 7*1 and 7*2 illustrate the nature of 
these stresses in different regions of the material surround­
ing the tip of the array for the case when Y =-l/A and a=l/2«,
The corresponding curves for Y~l/4,a=l/2 and Y=-l/4-,a=0. are
shown in Figures 7*3>7«4 and 7*5>7*6 respectively,,
According to relations (3*19) and (3*20) the pile-
up stresses vary with r, the distance from the pile-up 
ou-1
tip, as r , where is the member of the set oa lying 
in the range 0<a^<l and is plotted as a function of a for 
Y = 0.8,.0.4, 0, -0.4 and -0.8 in Figure 7*7 using the 
results of Appendix 3*1* This graph clearly illustrates 
that ot^  is most strongly dependent upon Y when a=0 and 
is independent of V for a=l. Moreover when Y>0, that is 
when material (II) he,s a greater shear modulus than material 
(I), ot^>l/2 and the stresses consequently fa,11 off less 
rapidly with increasing distance from the pile-up tip than 
in a homogeneous medium (Y=0), whilst the converse is true 
for Y<0. This effect can be clearly seen in Figures 7*1 
to 7»6. In medium (II) the variation of the stresses 
with the angle cl), defined as in Figure 2.2, is of the form 
cos(l-a^)cl), but since the shape of the stress contours 
for Y=±l/4 varies little from that of the contours for 
Y=0 the influence of Y is small in this respect. Because 
of the term cos [(l~a-^ )c|)-a^ (a±l)7r] in (3*19) the influence 
of this constant is slightly more marked in medium (I).
Far more important is the effect of Y on the magnitudes
('I'Sp ( I)P
of cr^ and , especially when a=0 as may be seen
from Figures 7*5 and 7*6, arising partly from the form 
of the constants 2NC^ and 2NC£ and partly from the assumed 
form of o*. It follows therefore that the effects due 
to the inhomogeneity of the material are most apparent 
for pile-ups normal to the plane boundary, and that the 
inclusion of the elastic compatibility stresses is impor­
tant in calculations of this type.
The number of dislocations, n, in the pile-up is 
given by (3.18) and a plot of [2ii'/G^ *^ b1 (o>6/n) against Y 
based on this equation is shown in Figure 7.8 for a=0,
0.5 and lo It is interesting that the variation of n with 
a is so much greater in the range l/2<a<l than when 0<a<l/2.
(■ pg'N
In Chapter 4 the problem solved originally by Smith' 
using a conformal mapping procedure of two intersecting 
screw dislocation pile-ups under symmetrical loading is 
treated by means of the Wiener-Hopf techniquec The stress 
fields in the region of the intersection are given by 
equations (4.9) and (4-. 10) in rather more detail than pre­
viously, and show that, referred to axes Ox? in Figure 
1, the shear stresses end c^^-Ccr, where C is a
constant of order unity, in the material between the two 
pile-upso This result illustrates clearly the stress 
relaxation that occurs in the material inside a deformation 
twin immediately behind its tip, except that normally the 
dislocations would be of edge orientation* The solution 
of this problem is important to the present work since the 
governing integral equation is identical in form to (2*13) 
for the limiting case when Y=l, corresponding to a pile-up 
at an arbitrary angle to the boundary against a rigid 
second phase. The fact that the distribution function 
given by equation (4*2) varies continuously with the 
orientation parameter a indicates that the solutions to 
the problem considered in Chapter 3 when a is irrationl 
may be obtained by interpolation between results for rati­
onal values of aB
The second problem considered in Chapter 4 is that of 
a slit notch in the surface of a semi-infinite solid
inclined to the plane surface at an arbitrary angle. 
Although an exact solution to the problem can in principle 
be found using the Wiener-Hopf technique as described in 
Section 4.2.1, the result is in an unsuitable form for 
considering the stresses immediately beyond the notch tip. 
For this reason the problem has been solved alternatively 
in Section 4.2.2 using a conformal mapping technique and 
the crack growth criterion established in Section 4.2.3 
with the use of these results.
Strictly speaking the model of two elastically iso­
tropic half-spaces welded together, on which the analysis 
of Chapter 3 is based, can only be used as en idealised 
model of a composite solid formed either from different 
materials, or from different phases of the same -material. 
Because the image forces on dislocations in polycrystals 
arise solely from the anisotropy of the elastic properties 
of the component grains it is clearly necessary to treat 
the corresponding model of a two-material medium using 
anisotropic in preference to isotropic elasticity theory.
In Chapter 3 boundary-value problems associated with 
elastic half-spaces of the most general anisotropy, namely 
when the boundary is a stress-free surface or a freely- 
slipping or welded interface between two half-spaces, 
have been solved for the case when the stresses in the 
solid are invariant in one direction parallel to the bound­
ary and vanish at infinity in all directions normal to 
this. The image forces on one of a pair of dislocations 
have been determined when the dislocations are either in 
the same half-space (Section 5.3.2) or separated by the 
boundary (Section 5*5*3)* In Section 5*6*1 "the solutions 
to the boundary-value problems have been generalised to
facilitate their application to specific problems, and 
as a result it has been proved in Section 5.6.2 that the 
magnitude of the image force on a dislocation near to a 
plane boundary depends on the elastic constants of the 
component half-spaces referred to the same set of axes, 
but for a given separation of the dislocation and the 
boundary is independent of the orientation of the boundary 
about the direction of the dislocation line,,
To demonstrate the magnitude of the image forces in 
polycrystals consider bicrystals of;'materials having the 
hexagonal close packed structure shown in Figure 7«9°
The small hexagons drawn in both diagrams indicate the basal 
planes, but because of the six-fold symmetry of these 
materials the present results are valid for all orientations 
of the a-axes in these planes, Referring to the bicrystal • 
in Figure 7«>9(a) as "soft” because of the continuity of 
the slip plane at the boundary and that in Figure 7»9(b) 
as "hard", quantities pertaining to them will be denoted 
by superfices S and H respectively,, The general form of 
the magnitude F of the image force may be written
F = D ,eGebe(l_.v)-1 + YsGsbs](/|.wr)-1 (7.1)
where b and b are respectively the edge and screw com-
o  S
ponents of the Burgers vector of the dislocation a distance 
r from the boundary, and Y and Y are constants. For 
both bicrystals
where the shortened suffix notation s ^  has been used for
the elastic compliance constants Table 7»1
values of Y^ and Y^ for arbitrary 6-^ and Y^ and Y^ for
01+02=90° are listed for six h.c.p. metals at 298°K calcu-
( 7 4)lated using the elastic constants quoted by Tysonw  .
The strongest interactions occur for zinc and cadmium in 
each case, and with the exception of zirconium edge and 
screw dislocations interact in opposite senses with bound­
aries in the hard bicrystals. The effect of temperature
H H •on Y and Y is shown in Table 7-2 for titanium indicating e s
that these quantities increase by a factor of approximately
7 in the range 4°K to 1023°K. A more detailed description
(75)of these effects has been given by Tuckerw ^ .
Finally, using the results of Chapter 5> the solutions 
obtained in Chapter 3 for screw dislocations piled-up at 
a plane boundary have been generalised to include certain 
cases when the materials on either side of the bounda.ry 
are elastically anisotropic. Solutions are obtained in
Section 6.2 for the stress field and dislocation distri­
bution function of pile-ups inclined to. the plane boundary 
at an angle (l-a)7t/2 when a is rational, provided that the 
dislocation lines are parallel to two-fold symmetry axes 
in each half-crystal. In Section 6.3 corresponding 
solutions have been obtained for a pile-up perpendicular 
to the boundary in a. half-space of orthorhombic symmetry 
welded to a half-space exhibiting the most general aniso­
tropy.
7°2 Application to the Hall-Fetch Yield Stress
Relationship
The two suggested mechanisms for yield in polycrystals
which embody a linear array of dislocations piled-up at
(4-2)a grain boundary were discussed in Section 1.5° Hall 
assumed that yield occurred when the stress intensification 
ahead of the tip of a blocked slip band in one grain was 
sufficient to activate a pre-existing source on the other 
side of the boundary, whilst Petch^^ suggested that 
fresh dislocations were nucleated at the boundary when the 
stress exerted by the slip band reached a critical value.
It was pointed out in that section that the results of 
Barnett and Chou and Barnett for the stress fields 
of screw dislocation pile-ups perpendicular to plane bound­
aries between elastic half-spaces of finite rigidity indi- 
cate that, if the Hall model of yielding were operative 
in a polycrystal, the dependence of yield stress on grain 
size would differ from that of the well-established Hall- 
Petch relationship (1.19)° In Section 7°2.1 this suggest­
ion is examined in detail in the light of the results 
obtained in the present work, and it is demonstrated that 
the observed yield stress-grain size relationship can be 
interpreted in terms of the elastically isotropic model
used in Chapter 3 of a slip band held up at a grain boundary. 
( Si')Chou*sw  conclusion that the rival Petch model for 
yielding ahead of a pile-up at a grain boundary gives rise 
to an exact Hall-Petch relationship is discussed in Section
7-2.1 The Iiall Mechanism
In comparing the yield stresses of a bicrystal of the 
type considered in Chapter 3 with those of a homogeneous 
medium it is most instructive to use the simplest form of 
the Hall mechanism of slip initiation at grain boundaries 
in which it is assumed that both the slip planes and the 
slip directions are parallel in adjacent grainso Moreover 
the influence of the self-stress of the source on the disloc­
ation distribution in the pile-up is neglected,, The model 
is shown schematically in Figure 7-10° Because the results 
of the previous chapter for pile-ups against boundaries in 
elastically anisotropic materials are not sufficiently 
general to encompass all situations in a real polycrystal 
a pseudo-anisotropic treatment is. employed in this section.
A given anisotropic solid composed of two welded half-spaces 
(I), containing the. dislocation pile-up, and (II) is re­
placed by the isotropic model of Chapter 3 with
L 3i 1 3  33
(I I) (I I) . •The constants ' and G. .* J are defined as m  equation
is based on the expression (5-4-6) for the image force on
a screw dislocation in an elastically anisotropic bicrystal.
Referred to axes Ox^, suppose that when the load applied
Yat infinity is equal to the yield stress the stress
acting at S reaches the critical value needed to operate
the source. Because of the elastic compatibility stresses 
discussed in Section 1.3 it is important to distinguish 
between the two cases when the model represents a pile-up 
within and external to a large inclusion. Using equations
(1.10), (loll) and (3.20), and assuming a constant frictional
stress opposes the motion of the dislocations in the
Ypile-up, the yield stress as given by the equations
1—00
y aNCyCl+Y)^ + [o|5_2KC2(1 +y)a^3' ] ( p /£ ) 1
^ 2 3  = 1—00 " 
aHCyCl-Y2) + [(l+YcosTr.a)_2HC2(l_Y2)](p/^) ' 1
(7.2)
when the pile-up is inside the inclusion, and
1—00
_Y 2NC1(l+Y)a|3+[cr23-2NC2(l+Y)a|3](p/^) " 1
° 2 3  ~ 1-ou
2NC1 (1-hY.) (1-Ycos7i-a) + (l+Y) [l-2NC2(l-Ycos7i:a)j
(7.3)
when it is outside» It is of interest to note that when
a=0 the two equations are identical, whilst when a-1
Y Yo~2 ^CO given by (7.2) is identical to (T2^(-Y) given by
(7-3). Estimating for iron at 300°K that
dyne cm“^ (Ai'7) and cr2^/v5xlO^ dyne cm~^ ^ 76), 0f
°2 3 //,° 2 3  aSains^ (p/d)^^ using (7.2) and (7.3)» where d=2^
is taken to be the average grain diameter, are shown in
Figures 7.11 for Y=l/4* and 7.12 for Y =_l/4 when a=0, 0.5
and 1. In Figures 7.11(b) and 7.12(b) the arithmetic
average of these plots is shown as the continuous curve
manked A but have been omitted from 7.11(a) ond 7.12(a)
to avoid complication. For the purpose of comparison the
curve for the pile-up in a homogeneous medium (Y=0) is
shown on each graph as the broken line. The deviations 
1/2from the d“* / relationship are greatest for a=0 and 
zero for a=l a.s is to be expected from the variation of 
otp with a shown in Figure 7.7. A striking feature of 
these curves is the much greater dependence of the yield 
stress on the relative orientation of the slip plane and
the grain boundary when the pile-ups are external to the 
inclusion. In the range of f>/£ considered
1—oc
aNCgl-Y2) »  [(l+tcosT£a)_2I'TG2(l_Y2)] (p/£) 1
1-a,
and 2NC-L(l+Y)(l_Yoos7tn) »  (1+Y) [l_2HC1(l_Ycos7i:a)] (p/£) x
y
and thus the strong dependency of o o n  a in (7*3) arises
n
from the term (l-YcosTca)"" which is absent from (7«2). It 
is clear therefore that this feature is entirely due to 
the elastic compatibility stresses and emphasises their 
importance in these calculations.
It is necessary to take an average of either equations 
(7-2) or (7-3) for all possible values of a and Y to obtain 
a Hall-Petch-type equation for the material based on this 
particular yield mechanism. Although comparison of such 
an average theoretical relationship with that observed can 
be only qua.lita.tive, owing to the limitation of the analysis 
to screw dislocation pile-ups and the lack of generality 
of the yield mechanism itself, quantitative comparison 
with the relationship derived using the same mechanism 
in a homogeneous medium is instructive. The averaging 
process may be carried out in two stages. Firstly, for 
a given value of Y, the average form of (7«2) or (7»3) 
is sought for values of a between 0 and 1. Since all 
values of a are equally possible, it is assumed in the 
present treatment that the arithmetic mean of a2^(a=0) 
and a2^(a=l) serves as an approximation to the average 
form of f°r a given value of Y , an assumption which 
to some extent is supported by Figures 7 *>11 and 7*12.
The second stage of this process, averaging over permissible
values of Y requires more detailed treatment„ It is first 
necessary to determine the distribution D(Y) of values of 
Y. in a given polycrystal, calculated such that there are 
D(Y)dY grain boundaries with values in the range Y to 
Y+dY* A possible form of D(Y) for a real crystal is shown 
as curve A in Figure 7°13 whilst that for a homogeneous 
crystal has the form of a 6-function (curve B). Clearly 
the exact form of A would require detailed computation 
based on the analysis of Chapter 5> but for the purposes 
of the present calculation D(Y) is assumed to be the
p
segment of the curve D(Y) = 1-Y between the extreme values
Y . and Y at which curve A vanishese The reasonsm m  max
for this particular choice of D(Y) are that the average of 
Y<t2  ^may be obtained analytically and also that when the 
actual distribution function is available this could be 
represented by anaamalgamation of segments of this type*
Using (7*2) and (7.3) with the distribution function
YC of Figure 7*13 the average yield stress -*-s &lven
by
[2y (ajiis2E2)+y d(a)]
amax
a .man (7.4)
' sin2mi amax a-— or— J ~~2ii a .m m
for pile-ups inside an inclusion, and
[2a a+of o(a)J
singTuocp max
2% a .m m
'min (7.5)
for pile-ups outside an inclusion, where
■( -) - loS ^ cosf ^ sin^ r
0 < X  "  1 f  Liog(|)] A ( § A  " ...rio6(^)3^(4f?"
and a o v=te"*1c o s~3'T. , a. =tc*"'Lc o s"’1Y- . ^ . Taking Y =0.4, max max’ m m  m m  ° max
Y • =0 for iron, based on the approximate results of m m  Jri
(so) S FArmstrong and Headv  ^ , and values of g -^z, an(^- <Jpz) used in
Y FFigures 7 *>11 und 7® 12, has been plotted in Figure
7.14 as a function of (p/d^^for pile-ups both inside 
(curve C) and outside (curve B) the inclusion. The
horizontal axis of this graph has also been calibrated in
1/2 -5terms of d~ / and d by taking 0=2x10 ^ cm based on the
estimate of Stroh^^. The limiting curves A, for the
case when Y =Y. =1/2 and the medium is homogeneous, and D, max m m  '
when Y „ =1 and Xm . =-1, have also been included. For max m m fro(v\ (i^eartb^
d<l mm the deviations^of curves B, G and D are not sufficiently 
large to be detectable outside the limits of experimental 
error, as may be seen for instance by inspection of the 
results of Cracknell and Petch Since the model of
a pile-up inside a large inclusion is physically a more 
realistic representation of a slip band in one grain of a 
polycrystal than a pile-up external to the inclusion, curve 
G is taken here as an estimate of the Hall-Petch relation­
ship in polycrystalline iron in preference to B. By 
taking the curve to be linear for d<l mm the slope of this 
portion is approximately 20°/b greater than that of A, and 
the extrapolated intercept with the is -*-s
compared with 1 for A. In the case of D the increase in 
slope is approximately 5 0 °/o and the intercept is at
<a23>//o23 ~  ^ ^ °
The averaging technique can be criticised for its over­
simplicity, but in the absence of a, reliable distribution
function D(Y) there is l i m e  pome xn suu.tv.Liig 
accuracy at this, stage * It is unlikely that a more rigorous 
approach would invalidate the principal conclusion to he 
reached from the present calculations, namely that, when 
account is taken of the difference in elastic properties 
of neighbouring grains in a polycrystal a theoretical 
yield stress-grain size relationship compatible with that 
observed experimentally may be derived using the Hall model 
of yielding by averaging the results for individual pairs 
of grains. Furthermore the effects considered here could 
contribute as much as 2 0 %  to the observed Eall~Petch slope 
k and slightly less than 5 0 %  to the constant cP in equation 
(1-19) • The latter effect me.y explain why, when <x^  is 
interpreted as the Peierls stress on the dislocations in 
the pile-up, the value is somewhat higher than expected^^ «
7o2.2 The Petch Mechanism
('78') (4-3)The results of Koehler , which were used by Petch
to derive his cleavage strength-grain size relationship,
Tindicate that tensile stresses o ' exist ahead of an array 
of n edge dislocations pressed against an obsta.de under 
the influence of an applied stress cr of the form v
Io oc ncre
The conclusion of Cottrell(57) the leading dislocation
Q
must experience a shear stress cr^ncr due to the obstacle 
if the array is to remain stationary suggests that the 
obstacle must experience an equal and opposite shear* stress 
due to the array, in keeping with Koehler’s results.. If 
the presence of the obstacle in no way affects the elastic 
properties of the solid, then by assuming that the array
will overcome the obstacle when a critical vaiue 0 1  o jlb 
achieved, a Hall-Petch relation for yield may be formulated 
as described in Section 1.5-
When the obstacle is the plane boundary between two 
different elastic half-spaces the piled-up dislocations 
are in equilibrium under a. non-uniform shear stress due 
to the presence of the image dislocations, and it is neces­
sary to use Smith's^^ formula (1.16) for cP. Considering 
for simplicity the case of a pile-up perpendicular to the 
boundary, <P is given by
^  1  j - °
= no*' (Y=0)
= _ oO (Y <0)
from (1.16) and (2013)« These results arise from the form
of the image forces on the dislocations. As the leading
dislocation reaches the boundary, the force on it is assumed
to be infinitely repulsive for Y>0, infinitely attractive
for Y<0 and zero for Y=0. Thus it is itself in equilibrium
with the image stresses when Y>0 end does not require an
additional stress to be exerted by the obstacle to keep
it stationary. In contrast when Y<0 an infinite stress
is required to overcome the attractive image forces on the
dislocation. It is apparent therefore that, contrary to
(SI 79)the supposition of Chouw  , the Petch mechanism cannot
be incorporated in this particular model of a polycrystal.
Eecently Pacheco and have studied the
interaction of a screw dislocation and a plane boundary, 
taking into account the non-Hookean effects due to the 
change in lattice parameter on the slip plane at the bound­
ary^^o Using the Peierls model of a dislocation in 
preference to the elastic model employed in the present work
•g
they have shorn that the stress cr on the dislocation when 
it is in medium (I) a distance r from the boundary has the 
approximate form
cr <7.6)
am 4-r /a +1
where Y* = [ U ^ h a ^ j C a ^ h a ^ ] - 1,
2a-1 = a(I)_1 + a ^ - 1,
/'t 'n fn)
and av J and a are the lattice parameters in the slip 
plane in media (I) and (II) respectively„ Clearly it would 
be very difficult to apply these results directly to a 
dislocation pile-up, but the elastic model may be adapted 
in the following way to embody the essential features of
-g
the interaction, namely that as r -»0, a tends to the
finite limit
0B - iUZ^(2Y-Y*),
am
and ns r *  pO P
(27)in agreement with Head’s^  (J relationship for an elastic
73 *dislocation* If the image stress cr on an elastic 
dislocation is assumed to be of the modified form
B* YG^ b
4-T.(rVc)
where c = am/4(2Y-Y*) which is of the same order of magni. 
tude as b, cr^  and o^ have identical forms in the limits 
r and r 0„ The equilibrium equation for the pile.
up may then be written
^(1), //£+e n
—•2 ~  f £(x' ) [(x-x1 )“ +Y(x+x' )“ ]dx' = o(x), (7.7)
*'C
when a=0o Comparing this equation with (2*13) it appears
that the stress on the leading dislocation of an array held
( 81 )up at the boundary based on the model of Pacheco and Mura^
is approximately the same as the stress on the loading
dislocation of an array of the same length but based on 
( 27)Head's^ ' ' model a,nd held up a distance e from the boundary.
Boiko and S e l ' d m o n ^  have treated this problem for /=> co
but their results are obviously of no use in deriving a
yield stress-grain size relationship. It is evident,
('51')however, from Smith's analysis of a pile-up held up a 
distance h from a, rigid elliptical cylindrical inclusion 
that when h is of the order of b the dislocations assume 
an equilibrium configura.tion only marginally different from 
that when h=0. It is concluded therefore that the results 
of the previous section based on Hall's mechanism slightl3r 
overestimate the effect of the difference in elastic pro­
perties of neighbouring grains onmthe Hall-Petch relation­
ship, and that a comparable analysis based on the Petch 
mechanism will not be possible until the solution to the 
integral equation (7.7) is available.
7.3 Outstanding Problems Associated with the Present Work
The model of a slip band held up at a grain boundary 
in a polycrystalline material used in Chapters 3 and. 6 is 
that of a single linear array of continuously distributed 
infinitesimal dislocations in an infinite elastic medium
composed of two half-spaces welded together. There are 
four principal objections to this model. Firstly that, 
by treating a dislocation in a two-phase material as a 
purely elastic entity, a form of image force is assumed 
which tends to infinity as the dislocation nears the bound- 
ary« As discussed in Section 7-2.2 this feature malces 
it impossible to derive a yield- stress-grain size relation­
ship based on the Petch m e c h a n i s m , and it is suggested 
that in a more realistic model the distibution function 
of the dislocations piled-up at the interfa.ee will resemble 
that for a pile-up of dislocations blocked a small distance, 
of the order of magnitude of their Burgers vector, from the 
plane boundary in the purely elastic model. To the author' 
knowledge the solution to this problem has not been reported 
The second .objection is that the model is at present limited 
to antiplane strain. Although the. distribution functions 
of edge dislocation pile-ups normal to plane boundaries 
in elastically isotropic two-phase media, have been derived 
no subsequent attempt appears to have been made to 
calculate the tip stresses. This objection is all the 
more serious in the light of the results given in Table 7-1 
which demonstrate that edge and screw dislocations in 
elastically anisotropic bicrystals can experience oppositely 
directed image forces. Thirdly, since the results of 
Section 7-2.1 illustrate clearly the importance of the 
elastic compatibility stresses, the necessity to investigate 
dislocation pile-ups within cylindrical inclusions of 
finite ra.dius is a.ppa.rent„ Finally no allowance has been 
made for the probable finite width of a slip band in a 
real crystal. Using a pa.ir of identical screw dislocation 
an rays situated one above the other and separated by a
distance h as a model which embodies this feature Smith 
has shown that the stress singularity at the tip of each 
array has the same inverse-square-root character as for a 
single array, but of magnitude dependent upon h. If th. e 
dislocations are piled-up against a grain boundary then 
ignoring image effects Smith’s model is applicable only 
to a slip band orientated normal to the boundary. For 
other orientations the band would have a 'chisel-shaped1 
tip and the distributions in each array would differ„
For large deviations from tu/2 stresses considerably different 
from those due to a single pile-up might occur, the lagging 
array crowding together the dislocations at the tip of 
the leading array and thus enhancing the stress intensifi­
cation in the adjacent grain,, It is suggested therefore 
that the generalisation of .Smith's model in this respect 
would be of interest to the problem of yield propagation 
in polycrystalso
All of the above objections could greatly affect the 
yield stress dependence on grain size based on either of 
the mechanisms discussed in the last two sections, and it 
has not been considered worthwhile to use a. more rigorous 
averaging technique than that used in Section 7-2.1.
Moreover the distribution of values of X within a given 
polycrystal is unknown at present, and since prior knowledge 
of this distribution is fundamental to a further development 
of this work its investigation is deemed worthwhile.
Table 7ol Values of constants Y1^, Y1^ , Y^ and Y^ in
equation (7»l) Tor certain h.c.Po metals at
298°Ko
Metal Ys 7S yh yhe s e s
Gd -0.204 0 -0.164 0.154
Zn -0 . 2 3 0 0 -0.134 0.060
Mg 0 . 0 1 0 0 -0 . 0 1 0 0.007
Zr 0.035 0 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 2 2
Ti 0 . 0 2  7 0 0 . 1 0 1 -0 . 0 7 2
Be 0.035 0 0 . 0 3 1 -0.059
Table 7o2 Values of constants Y^ and Y? in equation _CZ*jQ_r. r_ _  ... ^  ,_.T_ .-r--n rrj^
for titanium at various temperatures
Temperature yhe
yh
s
4°K 0 . 0 5 2 -0 . 0 3 2
298°K 0.101 -0.072
723°E 0.236 -0.155
1023°E
'
0.341 -0.219
Figures 7»1 to 7 q6
Contours of constant shear stress Cp^ due to a right- 
hand screw dislocation pile-up on plane OA against the plane 
■boundary BOC separating two isotropic elastic half-spaces„
As discussed in Section 7*1 the curves are based on equations 
(3°19) and (3*20), and results for
(i) 8=1/2, Y=-l/4 are shown in Figures 7<>1 and 7»2,
(ii) a=l/2, Y=l/4 are shown in Figures 7°3 and 7*4, and
(iii) a=0, Y=-l/4 are shown in Figures 7-5 and 7»6
by the continuous curves. The corresponding contours for
a pile-up in a homogeneous medium (Y=0) are shown by broken 
lines.
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Figure 7.7 The variation of the constant with a 
calculated using the analytic expressions in Appendix 
3.1.
2 re <j£
8=0
0 1.0
Figure 7«8 The variation of (27i/G^^b)(a£/n) with V 
calculated from equation (3.18), where cr is the stress 
tending to move an array of n dislocations distributed 
continuously over a region £ of the slip plane and 
blocked at the grain boundary*
Boundary
— Boundary
Figure 7*9 (a) "Soft*' and (b) "Hard” bicrystals of mat-
erials of hexagonal close packed structure discussed in 
Section 7.1 and used in the calculation of Tables 7-1 and 
7*2. Basal planes in each half-crystal are indicated by
hexagons.
X,
an
IT
Right-hand, screw dislocations 
piled-up against grain boundary
(II) /  (I)
Grain boundary
Figure 7,10 The model of the Hell mechanism used, in 
Section 7*2*1 to calculate the yield stress-grain size 
relationship in polycrystalline solids* Neighbouring 
grains (I) and (II) are represented by two elastically 
isotropic half-spaces of different shear moduli welded 
together along the plane interface AOB. Referred to 
the rectangular Cartesian axes Ox^ the blocked slip band 
is represented by a piled-up array of screw dislocations 
parallel to Ox^ on the plane x^-O in medium (I) and it 
is supposed that slip is initiated in medium (II) when 
the stress intensification due to the pile-up is suf­
ficient -to activate a source S, a distance CS=p from 
the boundary, which is of screw orientation and operates 
in the plane Xg~0*
Figures 7*11 and 7*12
Plots of ■0'23/°23 aSainst (p/d)^^, where and 
are the. yield and friction stresses respectively, d is 
the average grain diameter and p is defined in Figure 7ol0» 
The continuous curves (except those labelled "A") are 
calculated from equation .(7.2) in graphs (a) and from 
equation (7«3) in graphs (b), assuming 1=1/4 in Figure 
7oil, T=-l/4 in Figure 7.12 and g^^IOOo?^ in both cases« 
Broken lines correspond to the equations (7.2) and (7.3) 
for the case when Y=0 and the medium containing the pile~up 
is homogeneouso The curves labelled "A" in graphs (b) 
are obtained by taking the arithmetic average of curves for 
a=0,0*5 und 1 shown on the same plotse
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Figure 7.15 The distribution of values of Y in a poly- 
crystal as discussed in Section 7*2*1.
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Figure 7.14 The yield stress-grain size relationships 
obtained by averaging equations (7*2) and' (7.5) W  ’kk® 
procedure developed in Section 7-2.1, in which the meaning 
of curves 1, B, C, D is discussed.
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